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Hamilton Boys’ High School:
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW (Year 9 to Year 13)
FACULTY

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

ENGLISH (EN)

Drama
English
Future Thinking
Reading

Drama
English

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
WELL-BEING (HPW)

Elite Sports
Health Education
P.E

Adventure Based Leadership
Elite Sports
P.E

LANGUAGES, ARTS & MUSIC
(LAM)

Art
Aotearoa Studies
Arts Academy
Chinese
English Language Learning
German
Music
Spanish
Te Reo Māori

Art
Chinese
English Language Learning
Film & Television
Foundation English
German
Music
Spanish
Te Reo Māori

MATHEMATICS (MX)

Mathematics
Mathematics Foundation

Mathematics
Mathematics Foundation

SCIENCE (SC)

Horticulture
Science

Electronics
Horticulture
Science

SOCIAL SCIENCES (SS)

Social Studies

Accounting
Business Studies
Economics
Geography
History
History/Geography
Social Studies

TECHNOLOGY (TEC)

Food Technology
Graphics
Information Technology
Materials Technology Metal
Materials Technology Wood

Advanced Information Technology
Food Technology
Graphics (Design & Visual Comms)
Information Technology
Materials Technology Metal
Materials Technology Wood

Codes:

u/s
*

=
=

#

=

A unit standards assessed subject
Cambridge International Examinations 1(CIE) qualification able to be studied at this subject/level
(IGCSE at Year 11 and AS Level at Year 12)
Approved University Entrance subject

YEAR 11

YEAR 12

YEAR 13

Drama
English *

English *
Drama

English #
Drama #
Media Studies #

Outdoor Education (u/s)
Physical Education (PY)
Sports Studies
Well-Being & Recreation (u/s)

Outdoor Education (u/s)
Physical Education (PY)
Services Academy (us)
Sports Studies (u/s)
Well-Being & Recreation (u/s)

Outdoor Education (u/s)
Physical Education (PY) #
Sports Studies (u/s)
Well-Being & Recreation (u/s)

Art
Chinese
Chinese as First Language
English Language Learning (u/s)
English Language Development (u/s)
Film & Television
German
Music
Māori Performing Arts (u/s)
Performance Music (u/s a/s)
Photo Design
Spanish
Te Reo Māori

Art
Art Design
Chinese
Chinese as First Language
English Language Learning (u/s)
English Language Development (u/s)
Film & Television
German
Māori Performing Arts (u/s)
Music
Performance Music (u/s a/s)
Photography
Spanish
Te Reo Māori

Art #
Art Design #
Art History #
Chinese
Chinese as First Language
English Language Learning (u/s)
English Language Development (u/s)
Film & Television
German #
Māori Performing Arts (u/s)
Music #
Performance Music (u/s a/s)
Photography #
Spanish #
Te Reo Māori #

Mathematics *
Mathematics Foundation

Mathematics *
Mathematics Foundation

Mathematics #
Mathematics with Calculus #
Statistics & Modelling #

Agriculture (u/s)
Alternative Science
Co-ordinated Science *
Electronics (u/s)
ESOL Science
Horticulture (u/s)
Science

Agriculture
Biology *
Chemistry *
Electronics (u/s)
Horticulture (u/s)
Physics *
Science

Biology # *
Chemistry # *
Electronics (u/s)
Physics #

Accounting *
Business Studies
Economics *
Geography*
History*
Psychology

Accounting *
Agribusiness
Business Studies
Classical Studies
Economics *
Geography
History
Legal Studies
Psychology
Tourism (u/s)

Accounting #
Business Studies #
Classical Studies #
Economics #
Geography #
History #
Legal Studies
Psychology #
Tourism (u/s)

Advanced Information Technology*
Carpentry (u/s)
Food and Nutrition
Graphics (Design & Visual Comms)
Hospitality (u/s)
Information Technology
Information Technology Practical (u/s)
Materials Technology Metal
Mechanical Engineering (u/s)
Materials Technology Wood

Advanced Information Technology
Building Construction (u/s)
Carpentry (u/s)
Engineering (u/s)
Food and Nutrition
Graphics (Architectural Design)
Graphics (Product Design)
Hospitality (u/s)
Information Technology
Information Technology Practical (u/s)
Materials Technology Metal
Materials Technology Wood

Advanced Information Technology #
Building Construction (u/s)
Carpentry (u/s)
Food and Nutrition (#)
Graphics (Architectural Design) #
Graphics (Product Design) #
Information Technology #
Information Technology Practical (u/s)
Materials Technology Metal #
Materials Technology Wood #
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SUBJECT INFORMATION

SUBJECT CHOICES
* Use the following formula and decision-making model to help you make your subject choices.

INTEREST

+

ABILITY

What do you enjoy?

How good are you at a
subject?

Do not choose a subject
just because you like
the teacher or because
your friends are in the
class.

Assessment results will
help you to determine
your ability.

If you are interested in
a subject, you are
mostly likely to do
well.

Discuss your ability
level with your
teachers.

+

CAREER IDEAS

If you have some career
options in mind, ask the
Careers Advisor which
subjects you need to
take.

= SUBJECT CHOICES

After following all the
advice provided, you
should be able to make
an informed decision
about your subject
choices.

If you are not clear
about future careers,
keep your options open
by not specialising too
soon. Ask for assistance.

N.B Year 11 going into Year 12, if you intend to go to University, make sure you will be able
to achieve Level 2 literacy requirements.
N.B Year 12 going into Year 13, check that you have chosen the required subjects for
University Entrance if this is one of your goals. You will need a minimum of 3 achievement
standard subjects.

REMEMBER : YOUR CHOICES ARE YOUR FUTURE
See the back of this guide for more subject selection hints.
* Adapted from a Career Services Model
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SUBJECT INFORMATION

TERTIARY STUDY
Are you thinking of going to
university, polytechnic or another
tertiary provider? You need to find
out what the entry requirements are
for the courses you are interested in.
Check the University Entrance
requirements in this guide.

COMPULSORY SUBJECTS
At Year 11 all students must study
English, Mathematics, and Science.
Students will be placed into
appropriate versions of these subjects
by the teachers in charge.
There are no compulsory subjects at
Year 12 or 13.
English
and
Mathematics
are
important in many careers and you
should consider taking these subjects,
if you have the prerequisites.

PREREQUISITES
These are requirements you
must meet before you can
enrol in a subject. Most
senior
subjects
have
prerequisites. Check that
you have met these.

RESTRICTIONS
You may not study these subjects in the same year:
 Physical Education (PY) and Sports Studies (ST).
 Well-Being and Recreation (WR) and Sports Studies
(ST)
 Materials Technology Wood (TW) and Materials
Technology Metal (TM).
 Gateway (GW) and Yr 11/12 Agriculture and Waikato
Trades Academy.
 Waikato Trades Academy and Mechanical
Engineering (ME) or Materials Technology Metal
(TM) or Engineering (EE).
 Yr 11 Art (11AR) and Yr 11 Photo Design (11PTD)
 Food Technology (FO) and Hospitality (HPT)

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS
At Years 11 and 12 most students will
choose six subjects.
Year 13 students choose five subjects
and attend a supervised study block in
the senior study centre.

RESEARCH
Some places to go to find out more information:
• School careers teacher and assistants
• Subject teachers
• Parents and relatives
• Careers NZ website - www.careers.govt.nz
• Local businesses
• Refer to “Useful Contacts” in this guide

See the back of this guide for more subject selection hints.
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NCEA QUALIFICATIONS

The National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA) is awarded at three levels (One, Two, and
Three). To gain the certificate you must achieve the required number of credits at each level. Generally
Year 11 students are working towards Level 1, Year 12 students are working towards Level 2, and Year
13 students are working towards Level 3.
Credit Requirements
NCEA Level 1:

80 credits total at Level 1 or above, including 10 Literacy credits and 10
Numeracy credits.

NCEA Level 2:

80 credits total. 60 credits at Level 2 or above plus 20 credits at any level,
including Level 1 Literacy and Numeracy.

NCEA Level 3:

80 credits total. 60 credits at Level 3 plus 20 credits at Level 2 or 3, including
Level 1 Literacy and Numeracy.

Qualification Endorsements
You can achieve an endorsed NCEA Certificate if most of your credits are at Merit or Excellence level.
• NCEA with Merit:

50 of the credits must be at the Merit or Excellence levels.

• NCEA with Excellence

50 of the credits must be at the Excellence level.

Subject Endorsements
In order to get a course endorsed, a student will require 14 credits at that particular level of endorsement
(Merit or Excellence). These must include at least 3 credits from internally assessed standards as well as
3 credits from externally assessed standards from a single academic year. The only courses exempt
from these requirements are Levels 1 – 3 Physical Education, and Level 3 Visual Arts.
Achievement Standards and Unit Standards
Those traditional subjects that have been part of the New Zealand Curriculum for many years, tend to be
assessed by achievement standards. These are awarded at Achieved, Merit, and Excellence grades. If
you fail a standard you receive a Not Achieved grade.
Other subjects (especially those that have strong links to trade and industry) are often assessed with unit
standards. Most of these have only two grades - Achieved and Not Achieved.
Credits from both achievement standards and unit standards count towards the NCEA qualifications, but
students should be aware that in order to gain a certificate endorsed at the Merit or Excellence level (see
above), you will need to make sure you are enrolled in enough achievement standards in order to
accumulate 50 credits at the relevant level.
NZ Scholarship
NZ Scholarship examinations are for very academically able senior students. They are assessed by
NZQA examinations at the end of the year. There are considerable financial awards for those students
who do well. Scholarship examinations are challenging and those students who are interested should
discuss this with their teachers.
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NCEA QUALIFICATIONS
NCEA ASSESSMENT
Most achievement standard courses have a mix of internally and externally assessed standards. All unit
standards are internally assessed.
Most internally assessed standards are assessed at school, in class. These are marked by the teachers
involved. Moderation is carried out by NZQA (the New Zealand Qualifications Authority) to ensure
national comparability.
Most externally assessed standards are assessed by examinations in November and December. These
exams are held at school, but are carried out and marked by NZQA.
NCEA RESULTS
NZQA posts results on its website - www.nzqa.govt.nz. From mid January each year you can log on
using your national student identification number and view your results to date.
Results from internal assessments are posted periodically through the year.
In mid to late January results from externally assessed standards will be posted onto the website. Make
sure you have registered on the NZQA web site with your National Student Index Number, so that you
can access these results, and order certificates. Record your password somewhere safe so that you can
access it when you need it!
Scholarship results are posted online in February.
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CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL EXAMINATIONS
In addition to NCEA, Hamilton Boys’ High School offers qualifications under the Cambridge
International Examinations (CIE) system in some subjects. Most courses studying towards CIE
qualifications also work towards NCEA qualifications. The course entry fees are approximately
$180.00 per subject, with the exception of Co-ordinated Science, which is approximately $350.00.
In 2020 the following CIE subjects are on offer:
IGCSE (Year 11)
Accounting (11AC1) #
Economics (11EC1) #
English Literature (11EN1) #
Geography (11G1) #
History (11H1) #
Information Technology (Computer Science) (11IA) #
Mathematics (11M1, 11M2) #
Co-ordinated Science (11S1) #
AS (Year 12 / 13)
Accounting (12AC1) #
Biology (12BI1, 13BI1) – 18 month programme *
Chemistry (12CH1, 13CH1) – 18 month programme *
English Literature (12EN1) #
Economics (12EC1) #
Mathematics (12M1) #
Physics (12PH1) #
Examination Dates:
* = subjects examined in May/June
# = subjects examined in October/November
University Entrance using CIE Qualifications
The requirement is for a minimum of 120 points (as shown in the table below) from at least three AS
and/or A Level subjects. This must include a minimum Grade of D in at least two subjects from the
approved NCEA list and a minimum grade of E in AS English and a minimum grade of D in IGCSE
Mathematics.
AS Level
A Level

A*
140

A grade
60
120

B grade
50
100

C grade
40
80

D grade
30
60

E grade
20
40

Please note:
 Students may choose any number of CIE subjects – it is possible to study just one subject or five (no
minimum/maximum limit).
 All students studying towards CIE subjects can also gain NCEA credits and, therefore, their NCEA qualifications
(i.e. for most students, CIE will be an additional extra/bonus qualification).
 Results are available on the CIE website approximately 3 months after the examinations finish, but login details
will need to be collected before the end of the school year.
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UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE (U.E.) USING NCEA
The University Entrance qualification allows you to study at university. Be aware that many tertiary courses
have specific entry requirements. You should find out about these by contacting the tertiary institutions
directly.
Requirements for University Entrance – students must meet all of the following four criteria:
Need to have attained NCEA Level 3 qualification (See page 5)
At least 14 credits in each of 3 approved subjects
Numeracy
- 10 Numeracy credits at Level 1 or higher.
Literacy
- 5 credits in Level 2 reading and
- 5 credits in Level 2 writing
These Literacy and Numeracy credits can come from a range of subjects.






Where standards count for either Reading or Writing, an individual student may not count credits for both
Reading and Writing. Nevertheless, it is possible to split a standard to satisfy the requirement for at least 5
credits in Reading and at least 5 credits in Writing. For example, a student would fulfil the literacy
requirement by achieving standards 90721, 90722, and 90723.
To ensure that you have enough reading and writing credits please talk to your subject teacher or TCR.
Many Universities have modified their enrolment policies, with some changing to a points system. Please
check each University website for more detailed information.
University Entrance Approved Subjects
The U.E. approved subjects offered at HBHS are shown below. See the NZQA website for a full list.
Accounting
Art/Art Design
Art History
Biology
Business Studies
Chemistry
Chinese
Classical Studies
Drama
Economics
English
Geography
German
Graphics (Design / Vis Com)

13AC
13AR/13AD
13AH
13BI /13BI1
13BU
13CH /13CH1
13CI1
13CL
13DR
13EC
13EN /13EN1
13GE
13GR
13PDA

History
Information Technology
Mathematics with Calculus
Media Studies
Music
Photography
Physical Education
Psychology
Physics
Spanish
Statistics & Modelling
Technology
Te Reo Māori
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13HS
13IA/13IT
13MC
13MD
13MU
13PT
13PY
13PS
13PH/PH1
13SP
13MS/13MX
13FO/13TM/13TW
13MA

CAREER EDUCATION
Hamilton Boys’ High School has a Careers Centre (located in the Student Service Centre) where students can gain careers
advice and guidance, as well as access careers resources. Students can also access information for Gateway, Waikato
Trades Academy (WTA) and the Agriculture programme.
Students are encouraged to do career research to help them make informed decisions about subject choices. There are
many excellent websites to assist with this.
Mrs L Ross TIC Careers 07 853 0440 ext 2426 or email lross@hbhs.school.nz

GATEWAY
The Gateway Programme is available to Year 12 and 13 students. Students complete a supervised work placement and
have their learning in the workplace assessed against unit and/or achievement standards on the National Qualifications
Framework. Work placement will generally occur one day per week over a minimum period of ten weeks. Gateway
integrates workplace learning and assessment in conjunction with a student's current school programme of study.
Students apply to join the programme and will need to pick up an application form from the Careers Centre. The needs
and suitability of each student will be assessed when considering entry to the programme. They should select a full set of
subjects, and if successful with the application, Gateway will replace one of their chosen subjects. This is a timetabled
class in conjunction with their work placement. Students will have the opportunity to gain specific vocational skills
leading to future employment. Students will gain a minimum of 20 credits at Level 2 and Level 3.
Gateway is funded by the government so that students taking part do not incur any costs. Limited spaces are available.
Students will be interviewed for selection.
The programme is designed to provide a pathway from school to:
■ Apprenticeships
■ Tertiary study
■ Employment
For further information/inquiries about GATEWAY please contact our school's Co-ordinator:
Mrs Barry (Gateway/Waikato Trades Academy and Agriculture Co-ordinator) - Phone: 07 853 0440 Ext 2428 or email
wbarry@hbhs.school.nz

USEFUL CONTACTS
General career and decision-making information
www.careers.govt.nz - just about everything you need to know about jobs and study.
www.hbhs.school.nz - go to the careers section of our school website for useful links.
www.schoolconnect.co.nz – useful information about trades, tertiary providers and scholarships.
www.justthejob.co.nz – short video clips providing information about most jobs
HBHS Careers Facebook page – for events, employment and careers updates.

www.studyspy.ac.nz - StudySpy helps you find your future – compare every course and scholarship in New Zealand.
TERTIARY CONTACTS
Auckland University

www.auckland.ac.nz

Auckland University of Technology

www.aut.ac.nz

Canterbury University

www.canterbury.ac.nz
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USEFUL CONTACTS
Lincoln University

www.lincoln.ac.nz

Massey University

www.massey.ac.nz

Otago University

www.otago.ac.nz

Waikato University

www.waikato.ac.nz

Wintec

www.wintec.ac.nz

Victoria University

www.victoria.ac.nz

NZ DEFENCE FORCES
www.defencecareers.mil.nz - Information for careers in the Army, Air Force and Navy, plus a practice aptitude test and
application dates.
www.newcops.co.nz - For all information regarding a career with the NZ Police.

CAREER SECTORS
Careers in Agriculture / Horticulture
Including ‘on farm’, Agri-Business, Agri-Science
www.getahead.co.nz
www.dairynz.co.nz
www.pimaryito.ac.nz
www.growingnz.org.nz

Careers in Science, Engineering and Technology
www.futureintech.org.nz (professional engineering)
www.careerswithcode.com (careers in IT)
www.careerswithstem.com (science, technology, engineering and maths)

Trades
www.gotatrade.co.nz – For everything you want to know about trades.
www.competenz.org.nz - For careers in Engineering, Bakery, Butchery, Fire Protection, Forestry, Furniture, Glass,
Locksmithing, Plastics, Printing, Signmaking, Refrigeration & Air Conditioning,
www.bcito.org.nz - For careers in Brick and Blocklaying, Carpentry, Tiling, Masonry, Painting & Decorating, Joinery,
Flooring, Kitchen & Bathroom Design, Cement & Concrete, Exterior Plastering, Glass & Glazing, Interior Systems,
Frame & Truss Manufacturing.
www.getreal.co.nz – other useful information from the BCITO
www. skills.org.nz – For careers in Electrical, Telecommunications, Real Estate, Rigging, Security, Contact Centre,
Ambulance, Plumbing, Roofing, Gasfitting, Drainlaying, Crane Operating, Scaffolding, Offender Management, Financial
Services.
www.connexis.org.nz - For careers in Civil Plant Operating, Pipelaying, Surveying, Civil Engineering, Rural
Contracting, Roadmarking, Project Management. Careers in Electrical Supply.
www.etco.co.nz - For electrical apprenticeships
www.hito.org.nz - For careers in Hairdressing and Barbering
www.mito.org.nz - For careers in Motor, Transport, Logistics and Extractives (gas, petrochemical, drilling) Industries.
www.serviceiq.org.nz - For careers in Aviation, Travel, Tourism, Museums, Hospitality, Retail and Wholesale sectors of
New Zealand's Service Industry.
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HBHS Curriculum Leaders and Contacts
The following staff members at Hamilton Boys’ High School will be able to assist you when making
decisions about your options next year:
Senior Curriculum Co-ordinator

Mrs Wallace

Careers Adviser

Mrs Ross

Year 11 Dean

Mr Marrow

Year 12 Dean

Mr Hay

Year 13 Dean

Mr Petherick

Learning Support Co-ordinator

Mrs Steffert

GATEWAY Co-ordinator

Mrs Barry

Middle School Academic Mentor

Mr Quigley

Senior School Academic Mentor

Mr Maclean

If you wish to continue with a subject that you are currently studying, then you must talk to your present
teacher to find out the best course for you next year.
If you wish to study a subject for the first time, you may need to speak with one of our subject contacts as
listed below. This will depend on the course entry requirements for the particular subjects you are interested
in.
Subject

Contact

Subject

Contact

Accounting

Ms Varma

Hospitality

Mrs Stoner

Art

Ms Hudson

Horticulture

Mr Bennett

Biology

Mr Tucker

Information Technology

Mr Hepburn

Business Studies

Mr S Emery

Legal Studies

Mrs Wallace

Carpentry/Building

Mr Steel

Māori Performing Arts

Mr T West

Chemistry

Ms Basi

Mathematics

Mr Thompson

Chinese

Ms Zhou

Media Studies

Ms Moffitt

Classical Studies

Mr Kilgour

Music

Mr Botting

Design/Visual Comm

Mr Spicer

Outdoor Education

Mr Cronin

Drama

Mr Ashton

Photography

Ms Hudson

Economics

Mrs Weren

Physical Education

Mr Miller

Electronics

Mrs Rae

Physics

Mrs Rae

Engineering

Mr Spicer

Psychology

Ms Van der Toorn

English

Dr Williams

Science

Mr McFetridge

ESOL (ELL)

Mrs Cameron

Spanish

Mr Matthews

Film & Television

Mr Q West

Sports Studies

Mr Ellis

Food Technology

Mrs Stoner

Technology Metal

Mr Spicer

Geography

Mrs Shephard

Technology Wood

Mr Steel

German

Mr Botting

Te Reo Māori

Mrs Barton

History

Ms Grace

Tourism

Mrs Oliver

History of Art

Dr Williams

Well-Being & Recreation

Mr Hay
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ENGLISH FACULTY
YEAR 13 DRAMA
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13DR
Internal Assessment: 17 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 8 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: 12
UE Writing Credits: 8
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 12 credits at Level 2 including 5 credits
from the External.
Course Description:
This is part practical and part external written
examination.
 Drama techniques in performance
 Devising a play to realise a concept
 Performance of theatre form
 Study of play/playwright
 Major acting role
 Writing a play script
 Theatre form – external
 Response to live Performance – external
 Directing a play script

DRAMA

Drama students undertake an integrated course that
includes all the main strands of the Drama curriculum.
At all levels the performance of plays, whether scripted,
devised or improvised, is the main focus of the course.
Also included at all senior levels is the study of theatre
form, whether melodrama, Shakespeare or theatre of the
absurd. Students also reflect on their own performances,
plus performances of professional actors and their peers.
From the Year 9 single semester course right through to
Scholarship Drama, students will develop their
communication, confidence and co-operative skills.
While students may not continue on as actors, these
skills that they learn will be invaluable in life outside
the school.
YEAR 11 DRAMA
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11DR
Internal Assessment: 17 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 8 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Year 10 Drama or by interview with
TCR.
Course Description:
This is a practical drama course with some note-taking
and writing-up of performances. It involves acting and
stagecraft. Includes school productions and visits to
outside productions.
 Drama terms – scripted drama
 Devised drama
 Theatre form
 Theatre performance
 Theatre Studies
 Response to live performance – one paper

SCHOLARSHIP DRAMA (Optional part of
13DR)
Devising, scripted and interviewing techniques.
Understanding of theatre performance and creation.

ENGLISH

In the English Faculty we aim to help all students
develop their skills in using and evaluating written, oral
and visual language.
Our senior programme follows the National Curriculum
and we offer NCEA at Levels 1, 2 and 3 in both English
and Drama. Media studies is offered at Level 3. In
addition, there is the possibility of Cambridge (IGCSE
and AS) and Scholarship Examinations for highly
academic students.

YEAR 12 DRAMA
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12DR
Internal Assessment: 17 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 8 credits at Level 2
Entry Criteria: 12 credits at Level 1 including 5 credits
from the External.
UE Reading Credits: 12
UE Writing Credits: 8
Course Description:
A practical drama course with note-taking, practicals
and writing up of performances.
 Scripted drama
 Devised drama
 Perform significant role
 Perform major part of Shakespeare
 Theatre form - external examination
 Response to live performance – external

YEAR 11 CAMBRIDGE IGCSE /NCEA ENGLISH
NCEA Level 1/2 & IGCSE
Course Code: 11EN1
Internal Assessment: Up to 3 Level 2 Achievement
Standard credits
External Assessment: IGCSE English Literature
Entry Criteria: 18 Level 1 English credits and
approval by HOF.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Course Description:
This course is intended for students who have a genuine
interest in the study of literature, and an academic
strength in English. Students who participate in this
programme would be expected to study towards AS and
Scholarship in Years 12 and 13. This is the expected
option for the highest achieving students.
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ENGLISH FACULTY
UE Reading Credits: Up to 8
UE Writing Credits: Up to 12
Entry criteria: IGCSE B Grade in English Literature or
higher and at the TCR’s discretion.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Course Description:
This programme provides students with the opportunity
to study a range of literature at an advanced level. It is
designed for students who have a genuine interest in
literature and involves in-depth study of drama, poetry
and prose.
Students who participate in this course will have the
option to study towards the Scholarship examination in
Year 13.

Students will study the IGCSE course in English
literature. Students will also have the opportunity to
attempt Level 2 internal assessment standards in writing
and speaking. There will be up to 3 Level 2 internally
assessed credits available.

YEAR 11 ENGLISH
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11EN2
Internal Assessment: 9 Level 1 Achievement Standard
credits
External Assessment: 12 Level 1 Achievement
Standard credits
Entry Criteria: 40% or higher in the end of year
English examination and at the TCR’s discretion.
Course Description:
Students will study a range of literature texts, including
but not limited to novels, non-fiction texts, short stories,
films, poetry and/or plays. They will demonstrate their
knowledge of these texts, along with the ability to
analyse unfamiliar texts in the Level 1 external
examinations at the end of the year.
Completion of these examinations is a condition of
entry in this programme. Students will also complete a
number of internal assessment tasks including formal
and creative writing, and a presentation of a speech to
the class.

YEAR 12 ENGLISH ADVANCED
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12ENA
Internal Assessment: 10 Level 2 NCEA Achievement
Standard credits
External Assessment: 12 Level 2 NCEA Achievement
Standard credits
UE Reading Credits: Up to 12
UE Writing Credits: Up to 18
Entry criteria: IGCSE B Grade in English Literature or
higher or 5 Merit/Excellence Grades in Level 1 English.
Course Description:
This course is designed for students who have a strength
in English and who plan to pursue English at Year 13.
The course will provide a strong platform for the
Scholarship examination in English. Essential skills in
reading, writing and language analysis will be covered.
A range of literature types will be studied.

YEAR 11 ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11EN3
Internal Assessment: Up to 12 Level 1 Achievement
Standard credits
External Assessment: 4 Level 1 Achievement Standard
credits.
Entry Criteria: Less than 40% in end of year
examinations and at the TCR’s discretion.
Course Description:
This course is comprised of internally assessed
achievement standards. It is designed to provide an
opportunity for students to develop in a variety of skill
sets, including formal writing, creative writing,
interpretation of aspects of visual text and drawing
informed conclusions from a variety of visual and
written texts.
This course offers students the
opportunity to gain internal credits and gain entry into
12EN3 the following year. This is the expected course
for students who have scored less than 40% in the Year
10 final examination.

YEAR 12 ENGLISH
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12EN2
Internal Assessment: 10 Level 2 NCEA Achievement
Standard credits
External Assessment: 12 Level 2 NCEA Achievement
Standard credits
UE Reading Credits: Up to 12
UE Writing Credits: Up to 18
Entry criteria: 4 Level 1 NCEA English Achievement
Standard passes including a pass in a Level 1 external
standard.
Course Description:
In this course students complete a combination of
internally and externally assessed standards, covering
the essential skills of reading and writing. A range of
literature types and texts are studied.

YEAR 12 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA ENGLISH
Level 2 and AS Level Literature
Course Code: 12EN1
Internal Assessment: There is no internal assessment
for this course.
External Assessment: 12 Level 2 NCEA Achievement
Standard credits plus the end of year AS examinations.
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YEAR 12 ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12EN3
Internal Assessment: Up to 14 Level 2 NCEA
Achievement Standard credits.
External Assessment: 4 Level 2 NCEA Achievement
Standard Credits.
UE Reading Credits: 8
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 4 Level 1 NCEA English Achievement
Standard passes.
Course Description:
This course will be predominantly internally assessed,
and is the expected pathway for students completing the
11EN3 programme or those who have made limited
progress in 11EN2.
Students will complete a range of NCEA standards
covering the essential skills of reading and writing. A
range of genre and text types will be used.

Course Description:
This course is intended for students who are interested
in extending their studies in English. Students will study
both written and visual texts and continue their study of
language. This course is suitable for mainstream
students intending to use English as a University
Entrance subject.
YEAR 13 ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13EN3
Internal Assessment: Up to 13 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits
External Assessment: Up to 4 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits.
UE Reading Credits: Up to 4
UE Writing Credits: Up to 4
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Requirements: At least 3 Level 2 NCEA
English Achievement Standard passes.
Course Description:
This course is designed for students who want to
continue studying English to a Level 3 standard and
require additional support. Please note that students
wishing to use English as a University Entrance
subject will need to pass all five standards that this
course offers, including an external exam.

YEAR 13 SCHOLARSHIP/NCEA ENGLISH
NCEA Level 3 and Scholarship
Course Code: 13EN1
Internal Assessment: Up to 10 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits.
External Assessment: Up to 12 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits, plus the English Scholarship
examination.
UE Reading Credits: up to 12
UE Writing Credits: up to 12
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Minimum requirements are an AS B
Grade in English Literature or higher plus two
Merit/Excellence grades in Level 2 English OR four
Merit/Excellence grades in Level 2 English if
progressing from 12ENA.
Course Description:
This course is designed for students who have excelled
in the Cambridge AS examination or 12ENA
programme. It involves the academic study of literature,
film, and language, and an introduction to key concepts
in literary and film theory. Students taking this course
are expected to sit the Scholarship English examination.

MEDIA STUDIES

In learning about the media and its connections to
society, Media Studies empowers students to become
active learners who are critical and creative thinkers.
Students need to understand the impact of the media and
to appreciate its importance so they can become
informed decision makers in how they use and produce
media. It is impossible to overstate the extent and power
of the media in modern society, and how influential it
is. Understanding this power and influence is a very
important step towards becoming a thinking member of
society. Media Studies is a University Entrance subject
and is examined at Scholarship level.

YEAR 13 ENGLISH
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13EN2
Internal Assessment: Up to 10 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits.
External Assessment: Up to 8 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits.
UE Reading Credits: up to 8
UE Writing Credits: up to 8
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 14 Level 2 English Achievement
Standard credits, including two Merit/Excellence grades
and completion of UE Literacy criteria.

YEAR 13 MEDIA STUDIES
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13MD
Internal Assessment: Up to 16 Achievement Standard
credits at Level 3.
External Assessment: 4 Achievement Standard credits
at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Up to 4
UE Writing Credits: Up to 7
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 12 credits in Level 2 English or Media
Studies including an external standard or at TCR’s
discretion.
Course Description:
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Level 3 Media Studies further builds on subject skills
and broadens and deepens the knowledge base gained
in Level 2 Media Studies. However, students with a
genuine interest in the media are able to begin their
studies at this level. Areas of study may include, but are
not limited to:
 A selected film genre, key works within the genre,
and important and influential directors. This unit
 explores the link between a media genre, and the
society from which it originates.
 The production of a substantial media product to
professional standards appropriate for a portfolio.
 Research of a major media issue and its
implications for New Zealand and the wider world.
 The in-depth study of a media industry, such as the
music industry in New Zealand, the Hollywood
film industry or advertising.

YEAR 13 SCHOLARSHIP MEDIA STUDIES
NCEA Level 3 & Scholarship
Course Code: 13MD1
Internal Assessment: Up to 16 Achievement Standard
credits at Level 3
External Assessment: Up to 8 Achievement Standard
credits at Level 3 plus the Media Studies Scholarship
Examination.
UE Reading Credits: Up to 4
UE Writing Credits: Up to 7
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Individual application to the TCR or by
invitation.
Course Description:
This course is for those students intending to participate
in the Scholarship examination programme and for
those students interested in tertiary level Media Studies.
Content will include the topics and units listed for
13MD. The course is designed to complement
Scholarship study in other subjects such as English, and
the humanities–based subjects, and is intended to
maximise student success in these examinations.
A broad range of global media issues are studied and
analysed, along with their impact on society and the
possible implications.
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Bushcraft
 Experience day tramps below the snowline.
 Includes a 3-day field trip.
First Aid
 Complete a 1-day course.

OUTDOOR EDUCATION

Training in the outdoors is one of the largest growth
industries in New Zealand. Three Unit Standard courses
meet the growing demands in this industry, providing
many opportunities for students to determine whether
there is a place for them in tertiary institutions and/or
the workforce.

YEAR 12 OUTDOOR EDUCATION
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12OE
Internal Assessment: 22 credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Limited to 40 students only. Priority
given to previous Year 11 students and their
academic/practical performance in Year 11 Outdoor
Education. Must be a strong swimmer
Course Fee: Approximately $1,250.00
 Students will provide own food on camps.
Topics:
Bushcraft
 Theory: Identification and Management of
Risks/Hazards in the outdoors for specific
pursuits/activities.
 Safety Management systems.
 Complete tasks in Navigation and Trip Planning.
 Includes 2-day field trip.
Mountain Biking
 Complete basic Mountain Biking skills.
 Repair and Maintenance of mountain bike.
 Includes a day trip to Rotorua.
Mountain Craft
 Complete beginner ski/snowboard standard.
 Includes 2-day field trip to National Park
Rafting
 Learn to paddle and guide a raft on sheltered,
slow moving water.
Kayaking
 Learn to kayak on Grade 2 whitewater.
 Field trip Rangitikei River.
Surfing
 Complete a two-day surfing field trip.
 Demonstrate water safety at the beach.

There are career paths for students opting to take this
Outdoor Education Programme and it may also be used
to complement a student’s other chosen career path by
offering skills in leadership, communication and dealing
with adversity. The class sizes are small and the work
is a 60/40 mix of theory and practical.
After leaving school, tertiary training courses provide
many focuses, ranging from the ‘hard’ skills of paddling
a kayak, rock-climbing, cooking and tramping through
to business skills and the academic emphasis of land
and recreation management.
Students can choose from programmes which offer
personal development, outdoor skills, hospitality
training, business skills and an introduction to the
tourism industry. They can gain a certificate, diploma,
degree or a post-graduate qualification.
Most assessments occur on practical field-trips.
Students need to be aware that if they cannot attend
these assessments they will not achieve those unit
standards. Outdoor Education trips can clash with other
school co-curricular activities.

YEAR 11 OUTDOOR EDUCATION
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11OE
Internal Assessment: 20 credits
Entry Criteria: Limited to 40 students only. Student
selection is based on the following:
‘A’ grades in 10PE Outdoor Education and Aquatics
Units. A genuine interest in the outdoors and a
commitment to the purpose of the course.
Course Fee: Approximately $500.00
Topics:
Adventure Based Learning
 Demonstrate personal and social development
through participation in adventure based learning.
 Demonstrate personal and social development
through participation in low ropes course activity.
 Demonstrate personal and social development
through participation in high ropes course activities.
Kayaking
 Roll a kayak in sheltered or slow-moving water.
Includes a one day field trip (Waikato River).
Surfing
 Complete a two day surfing field trip.
 Demonstrate water safety at the beach.

YEAR 13 OUTDOOR EDUCATION
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13OE
Internal Assessment: 21 credits
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: Limited to 20 students only.
Priority given to previous Year 12 students and their
academic/practical performance in Year 12 Outdoor
Education. Must be a strong swimmer.
Course Fee: Approximately $1,250.00.
 Students will provide own food on some camps.
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Course Description:
Rafting
 Demonstrate knowledge of the rafting industry,
river safety and rescue techniques, paddle and
guiding skills and raft care and transportation.
Bushcraft
 Field trip based on bush survival skills. Students
will plan a trip and use survival skills taught in
class in a practical setting including making fire,
sleeping in a bivouac, making animal traps and
identifying edible plants in the bush.
Weather
 Theory based unit where students describe
various aspects of weather and how it relates
specifically to New Zealand.
Expedition Planning
 Students are required to plan an outdoor expedition
safely. They must then present a seminar,
evaluating the expedition planning and execution
process.
Adventure Based Learning
 Field trip to demonstrate leadership and
communication skills. Students have to lead
classes through ‘Team Building’ activities
including debriefings.
First Aid in the Outdoors
 Three-day field trip to Rotorua.
 Using Mountain Biking to create First Aid
Scenarios.

YEAR 13 PY is a 19 credit NCEA course at Level 3
where the students plan and participate in a duathlon,
and apply their knowledge of biomechanics and motor
skill learning theory to a practical tennis assessment.
There are practical performance assessments on tennis,
lawn bowls and duathlon. Students will also examine
current issues and present their findings. An intensive
and academic course with large essay type (e.g. 3000
word) assignments.
YEAR 11 Sports Studies course is an 18 credit course
that explores the principles of sport performance and
analysis, sport coaching, and sport education. Students
also participate in a wide range of physical activities.
YEAR 12 Sports Studies course offers a total of 17
credits. The course includes an introduction to
nutrition, sport coaching, managing personal physical
fitness and a practical assessment in badminton and a
10km run.
YEAR 13 Sports Studies is a 26 credit course that
explores planning and implementing a sport specific
fitness programme, injury management, sport coaching
and a practical performance assessment in golf and
duathlon.
YEAR 11 Well-Being & Recreation is a 12 credit
course that explores a range of practical physical
education topics as well as an introduction to job skills
and financial literacy education.
YEAR 12 Well-Being & Recreation is a 10 credit
course providing practical physical education
experiences, job and career skills as well as financial
literacy education.
YEAR 13 Well-Being & Recreation is a 10 credit
course providing practical physical education
experiences, job and career skills as well as financial
literacy.
There is an optional opportunity to participate in a
practical driving lesson to gain knowledge and skills to
help pass their restricted or full drivers licence
examination.
There are numerous training and employment
opportunities in the ever increasing industries of sport
fitness and recreation e.g. Bachelor of Physical
Education, Bachelor of Leisure Studies, Physiotherapy,
Teaching, City Council Recreation Manager, Diploma
in Personal Training, Sports Psychology, to name a
few.
YEAR 12 Services Academy uses military concepts to
promote a positive learning environment for students.
A specialist on-site tutor uses various media to increase
student engagement in a military style context. It will
be well-suited to those students who have a passion for
the services, including military, police, fire and
ambulance.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Physical Education is a dynamic subject which follows
logically from the core Physical Education programme
in the junior school.
Frequent, enjoyable and meaningful activities are
provided for students to work towards goals
appropriate to their motor skill abilities, interests and
specific needs to ensure the development of their
spiritual, physical, social, mental/intellectual and
emotional skills (total well-being).
Pre-requisites exist at the senior school for courses at
Years 11, 12 and 13 but students can enter at Years 12
and 13 having not taken Physical Education before,
assuming they meet the entry criteria. Senior PE
courses are 100% internally assessed.
YEAR 11 PY is a full NCEA course which will be
offering a total of 20 credits. Students will be assessed
on their skill levels in a variety of physical activities.
They will also learn about body structure and function.
Students will also be required to work as part of a team
that coaches, manages, and officiates in a sport or
activity of their choice.
YEAR 12 PY is a full NCEA course with a total of 20
credits offered. This course examines Anatomy,
Biomechanics, Motor Learning and Sport Psychology
as they apply to learning a skill, Exercise Physiology,
Fitness Programme design and Sports Administration.
The course also has practical assessments in
Swimming, Volleyball and a 10km run.
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YEAR 11 PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Level 1 NCEA
Course Code: 11PY
Internal Assessment: 20 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: Nil
Entry Criteria: 50% in Year 10 English examination.
A student cannot take 11PY and 11ST.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $35.00
Course Description:
 Functional
anatomy,
exercise
physiology,
biomechanical principles.
Understanding the
bones, muscles and movements of the human
body. (Theory 60%, practical 40%)
 Analysing movement and improving technique,
planning a skill learning programme to improve
skill level. Practise and play badminton and
prepare a written report.
 Sports Education. Using the sport of flag football
to participate as a team, carrying out the roles of
coaching, officiating, compiling a draw and
playing a tournament.
 Well-Being. Involvement in a wide range of
physical activities and the impact on personal
well-being.

Practical Performance
 Students are coached and trained in the skills
associated with Swimming, Volleyball and 10km
running.
 Practical assessments in the above disciplines are
completed and assessed against National
Standards.
YEAR 13 PHYSICAL EDUCATION - THEORY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13PY
Internal Assessment: 19 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: 4
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 2 12PY
(including 2.2), OR 16 credits in NCEA Level 2
English, if the subject is being taken for the first time at
Year 13. Students who have studied 12PY must have
completed and submitted ALL achievement standards
to a satisfactory level. A student cannot take 13PY and
13ST.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $30.00
Course Description:
13PY is an intensive academic course. Approximately
70% theory and 30% practical. Theory assessments
are essay type assignments (approximately 2500
words). Students need self motivation and well
developed time management skills in order to be
successful in this course. A strength in English is an
advantage for assessments.
Topics:
Evaluate physical activity experiences to devise
strategies for lifelong well-being.
 Students will be making judgements about the
relationship between their lifelong experiences in
physical activity, and the potential impact of the
experiences of lifelong well-being.
Analyse a physical skill performed by self or others.
 Students will perform a biomechanical video
analysis of a physical skill and use the principles to
provide feedback and/or feed-forward to the
performer with the intent of improving their
performance of the skill.
Evaluate the effectiveness of a performance
improvement programme.
 Students will perform an 8-week Athletics Training
Programme and examine that performance
improvement programme by using biophysical
principles and socio-cultural factors to make
coherent judgements about its effectiveness.
Demonstrate quality performance of a physical
activity in an applied setting.
 e.g. Lawn Bowls, Tennis, 5 Star Athletics
Pentathlon.

YEAR 12 PHYSICAL EDUCATION
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12PY
Internal Assessment: 20 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 20 credits in 11PY, including AS 1.2,
OR (a) 16 credits in NCEA Level 1 English if the
subject is being taken for the first time at Year 12. A
student cannot take 12PY and 12ST.
Parent Contribution: Nil
Topics:
Event Management
 Students plan and organise a sports event for
Peachgrove Intermediate students.
Anatomy, Biomechanics, Motor Learning and Sport
Psychology
 Students study an in-depth skill analysis of a
sporting action, examining how biophysical
principles relate to the learning of physical skills.
Leadership Strategies.
 Students plan, apply and review leadership
strategies through the coaching of a team.
Fitness Studies and Exercise Physiology
 Students study the principles and methods of
training as they apply to fitness programming,
participating in a range of advanced training
methods e.g. Plyometrics, Circuit-Aerobics, weight
training. Students examine the effect long term
training has on the cardiovascular, respiratory and
muscular systems of the human body.
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Examine a current physical activity event, trend or
issue, and its impact on New Zealand society.
 Students will question and challenge assumptions
about a current physical event, trend, or issue and
use the findings to draw coherent and insightful
conclusions about the impact or potential impact of
the physical event, trend, or issue on New Zealand
society.

Entry Criteria: Open entry. It is recommended that
each student is in a school sports team, or does at least
enjoy participating in sport. Appropriate for those
students who do not meet the entry criteria for 11PY.
This course may not be taken with 11WR or 11PY.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $30.00
Course Description:
This is an achievement and unit standards-based course
provided by HBHS.
 Plan and participate in a series of badminton
coaching sessions.
 Learn and complete a practical performance
assessment of badminton.
 Develop, produce, and implement a six week
personal physical fitness programme.
 Participate in different physical activities e.g
croquet, touch, lawn bowls, tennis.
 Participate in, and explore the different roles
within a sports team.

SERVICES ACADEMY

This course is designed to cater for boys who have a
strong interest in joining the military or other services.
The unit standards are derived from the NZDF Cadet
Forces and involve Bushcraft, Drill, Firearms training
and developing a knowledge of the NZDF.

YEAR 12 SERVICES ACADEMY
NCEA Level 2 Unit Standards
Course Code: 12SA
Internal Assessment: 20+ Level 2 credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: A genuine interest in joining the
military or other services.
Course Description:
This course is based on the NZ cadet forces programme.
It is a unit standards based course and is designed to
prepare students for employment within the NZDF or
NZ Police.
As well as class work there is an outdoor component,
firearms training and guest speakers from the Military
and Police.
Topics:
 Foot drill
 Physical training
 Military studies
 First aid
 Firearms safety
 Bushcraft

YEAR 12 SPORTS STUDIES
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12ST
Internal Assessment: 4 Level 2 Achievement
Standard Credits, 8 Level 2 and 5 Level 3 Unit
Standard Credits.
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Open entry. It is recommended that
each student is in a school sports team, or does at least
enjoy participating in sport. Appropriate for those
students who do not meet the entry criteria for 12PY.
This course may not be taken with 12WR or 12PY.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $20.00
Course Description:
This is a unit standards-based course, provided by
WILSS and HBHS.
 Plan, conduct and review a novice coaching
session, coaching local contributing school
students in a variety of skills sessions.
 Identify and explain nutritional recommendations
for good health.
 Learn, and complete a practical performance
assessment of badminton at the Waikato
Badminton Club.

SPORTS STUDIES

An alternative pathway has been established for those
students who do not meet the PY entry criteria for an
NCEA PE programme. This Sports Studies practical
based course is being offered at Years 11, 12 and 13
and is provided with the assistance of WILSS. A
student cannot take PY and ST or WR and ST courses
in the same year.

YEAR 11 SPORTS STUDIES
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11ST
Internal Assessment: 18 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: Nil

YEAR 13 SPORTS STUDIES
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13ST
Internal Assessment: 4 Level 3 Achievement
Standard Credits and 22 Level 3 Unit Standard Credits.
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: Open entry. It is recommended that
each student is in a school sports team, or does at least
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YEAR 12 WELL-BEING & RECREATION
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12WR
Internal Assessment: 10 Level 2 Unit Standard
Credits
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Open Entry. This course may not be
taken with 12ST.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $10.00
Course Description:
This course aims to discuss and enhance a student’s
well-being as well as providing useful skills and
knowledge that will help him with the transition from
being a teenager to an adult. It covers physical
education, recreation and job skills.
Topics
Physical Education and Health
 Demonstrate knowledge and skills in a range of
different sporting contexts including badminton,
croquet, lawn bowls and table tennis.
Job/Life Skills
 Demonstrate and learn how to find and approach
jobs and career paths.
 Create a targeted resume (CV) and cover letter and
discuss the job application process.

enjoy participating in sport. Each student must be
motivated to complete the academic standards to a
reasonable level. Those who are looking for a less
academic course should selelct 13WR.
This course may not be taken with 13WR or 13PY.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $40.00
Course Description:
This is a unit standards-based course, provided by
WILSS and HBHS which aims to allow each student
to:
 Develop and maintain a personal physical fitness
programme relevant to a selected sport.
 Extend their knowledge and understanding of the
coaching process by experiencing it.
 Identify and explain factors involved in the
prevention and management of injuries that may
be incurred while participating in physical activity.
 Develop motor skills through movement and
develop positive attitudes towards physical
activity.
 Prepare and perform a physical activity in an
applied setting (Duathlon).

WELL-BEING & RECREATION

These courses provide opportunities for students to
participate in physical activities and recreation while
investigating issues that affect their health and wellbeing.
Students will be encouraged to develop
knowledge and skills that will lead them to be more
resourceful, self-reliant and responsible.

YEAR 13 WELL-BEING & RECREATION
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13WR
Internal Assessment: 6 Level 3 Unit Standard Credits
and 4 Level 3 Achievement Standard Credits
Optional Internal Assessments: (If the student has a
Restricted Driving License) 8 Level 2 Unit Standard
Credits and 4 Level 3 Unit Standard Credits
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: This course may not be taken with
13ST.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $20.00
Course Description:
This course helps students prepare practically for
adulthood. We cover physical and social well-being as
well as helping students to discover their own pathway
to independence, including employment.
Topics:
Physical Education and Health
 Take part in a number of minority sports including
lawn bowls, badminton, bowling, pool and darts
and give and respond to feedback on performance.
 Contribute to a class organised competition and
demonstrate being part of a team with a specific
objective.
 Participate in a training programme and an 8km
run.

YEAR 11 WELL-BEING & RECREATION
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11WR
Internal Assessment: 12 Credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Open Entry. This course may not be
taken with 11ST.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $10.00
Course Description:
This course provides foundation knowledge and skills
for the transition to adulthood. It will help students
discover practical steps to ensure their future and
current social, physical and mental well-being.
Topics:
Physical Education and Health
 Aquatics – Apply self-management strategies in a
number of aquatics lessons.
 Fitness Centre Programme – Enhancing my wellbeing by following a training programme in the
gym.
 Sports Education – Participate in a student led
tournament.
Job/Life Skills
 Produce and plan for future direction and create a
personal CV.
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Job/Life Skills
 Plan a career pathway and produce a targeted
resume.
Financial Literacy
 Evaluate options to increase personal income.
Driver Education (Optional for those who have a
restricted license)
 Partake in a practical driving lesson to gain
knowledge and skills to help pass their restricted
or full drivers licence examination (12 credits if on
restricted, 6 credits if on learners).
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YEAR 11 ART OR YEAR 11 PHOTO-DESIGN
NCEA Level 1 OR NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11AR Course Code: 11PTD
Internal Assessment: 14 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Year 10 Art or on submission of a
portfolio, subject to approval by TCR
Course Fee: Approximately $40.00
Topics:
 Demonstrate understanding of artworks from
cultural contexts. (4 Credits)
This topic involves the study of 4 artworks from
New Zealand and international artists. This topic
contributes to Level One literacy credits.
 Record information using wet and dry media (4
credits) This involves learning a range of skills in
different media.
 Use drawing conventions to develop work in more
than one field of practice. (6 credits) This involves
understanding the formal elements and principles of
Art and using them to develop ideas in more than
one medium.
 Produce a body of work informed by established
practice, which develops ideas, using a range of
media. (12 Credits)
This topic involves producing a folio of artworks on
a chosen theme using digital and non-digital means.

ART, DESIGN AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Art is a dynamic subject which follows on from Year 10
Art in the junior school.
Entry pre-requisites exist for courses at Years 11, 12 and
13, although students may enter on submission of a
portfolio on approval by the TCR.
Art, Photography and Design at Level Three are
Approved University Entrance Subjects.
Further study can lead to employment as:
 Animator
 Graphic Designer
 Architect
 Illustrator
 Fashion Designer
 Museum Curator
 Fine Artist
 Product Designer
 Game Designer
 Photographer
There are two options for study at Level One: Art and
Photo-Design. Students may choose only one of these.
Level One Art involves the study of drawing, painting,
printmaking, assemblage and photo-collage to generate and
develop images in the production of artworks.
Level One Photo Design involves the study of drawing,
design and photographic processes. This includes the use of
computer programs such as Photoshop to generate and
manipulate images in the production of artworks.
Both courses consist of internally assessed units of work,
with an externally assessed folio at the end of the year.
Study at Level Two. Level Two study involves a
thematic approach towards skill and concept
development beyond those learned at Level One.
 Level 2 Art (Painting)
 Level 2 Design (Adobe Creative Suite)
 Level 2 Photography (DSLR)
Each field of study represents a separate timetabled class.
Students engage in traditional and contemporary
approaches in these areas, combining analogue and
digital media.
Study at Level Three is split into three fields: Painting,
Photography and Design. All courses include a research
component related to established practice, an investigation
into concepts and methods, and a folio of original artworks.
Students are encouraged to submit work for NZ
Scholarship. Printmaking and Sculpture may be studied on
application.

YEAR 12 ART
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12AR
Internal Assessment: 16 credits (4 optional)
External Assessment: 12 credits
UE Reading Credits: 4
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Year 11 Art or Photo Design or
submission of a folio subject to approval by TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $40.00
Topics:
 Use Drawing Methods to apply knowledge of
conventions appropriate to painting (4 credits).
 Develop Ideas in a related series of drawings
appropriate to established practice in painting (4
credits).
These topics run together to form a 12-week project,
where students explore and experiment with various art
materials to produce a final set of images.
 Produce a systematic body of work that shows
understanding of art making conventions appropriate
to painting (12 credits). This topic involves
producing a body of original work on a single
theme, presented in a folio.
 Produce a finished work that demonstrates skills
appropriate to cultural conventions (4 credits –
optional). This topic consists of producing a sitespecific work for public display.

Study is flexible at all levels and allows students to
introduce their own choice of subject matter. Students
gain an understanding of the importance of visual
literacy in contemporary society. Drawing and critical
and lateral thinking are integral to the course as they
form the basis of conceptual development and offer
valuable skills, transferrable to industry and tertiary
study. Topics of study may include:
Approaches to Contemporary Painting, Magazine and
Advertising Design, Fashion Design, Illustration and
Digital Photography.
Previous students have progressed to tertiary study in
Architecture, Product Design, Digital Design, Fashion,
Fine Arts, Media Arts, Film and Law.
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YEAR 12 ART DESIGN
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12AD
Internal Assessment: 16 credits (4 optional)
External Assessment: 12 credits
UE Reading Credits: 4
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Year 11 Art or Photo Design or
submission of a folio subject to approval by TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $60.00
Photographic paper included.
Topics:
 Use Drawing Methods to apply knowledge of
conventions appropriate to printmaking (4 credits).
 Develop Ideas in a related series of Drawings
appropriate to established practice in design (4
credits).
These topics run together to form a 12-week project,
where students explore and experiment with various
design technologies to produce a final set of images.
 Produce a systematic body of work that shows
understanding of art making conventions appropriate
to design (12 credits).
 Examine how media are used to create effects in Art
works (4 credits).
 Produce a resolved work that demonstrates control
of skills appropriate to cultural conventions (4
credits).

The above topics run consecutively and form a body of
work that uses drawing and painting techniques to
generate and develop ideas.
 Produce a systematic body of work that integrates
conventions and regenerates ideas within painting
practice (14 credits). This topic is a thematic study
in painting that is presented on a three board folio.
 Produce a resolved work that demonstrates
purposeful control of skills appropriate to visual
arts cultural contexts (4 credits - Optional).
This topic consists of producing a site-specific,
large-scale work for public display.
YEAR 13 ART DESIGN
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13AD
Internal Assessment: 8 credits (4 optional)
External Assessment: 14 credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Completion of 12AD or on submission
of a portfolio, subject to approval by TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $50.00
Includes all drawing materials and some colour printing.
Specialised materials purchased separately.
Course Description:
Study at Level 3 involves the use of techniques of
selected 20th Century designers, as well as contemporary
practice. Design may also include collage, illustration,
photography etc. Study is thematic, and is student
driven.
Topics:
 Use drawing to demonstrate understanding of
conventions appropriate to design (4 credits).
 Systematically clarify ideas using drawing informed
by established design practice (4 credits).
The above topics run consecutively and form a body of
work that uses drawing and painting techniques to
generate and develop ideas.
 Produce a systematic body of work that integrates
conventions and regenerates ideas within design
practice (14 credits).
This project consists of the development of original
works via thematic study in recent and established
design practice, presented on a three board folio.
 Produce a resolved work that demonstrates
purposeful control of skills appropriate to visual arts
cultural contexts (4 Credits).

YEAR 13 ART - PAINTING
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13AR
Internal Assessment: 8 credits (plus 4 optional)
External Assessment: 14 credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Completion of 12AR or on submission
of a portfolio, subject to approval by TCR.
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Course Fee: Approximately $50.00
Includes all drawing and painting materials. Specialised
materials e.g. oils may be purchased separately.
Course Description:
Study at Level 3 involves the use of techniques of
selected 20th Century artists, as well as contemporary
practice. Drawing and painting may also include
collage, photography, photoshop, assemblage and
printmaking, where appropriate. Traditional techniques
of colour-use and figure drawing are also included.
Study is thematic, and is student driven.

YEAR 12 PHOTOGRAPHY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12PT
Internal Assessment: 16 credits (4 optional)
External Assessment: 12 credits
UE Reading Credits: 4
UE Writing Credits: Nil

Topics
 Use drawing to demonstrate understanding of
conventions appropriate to painting (4 credits).
 Systematically clarify ideas using drawing
informed by established painting practice (4
credits).
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Entry Criteria: Year 11 Art or submission of a folio
subject to approval by TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $60.00
Topics:
 Communication and understanding of an art
history topic (4 credits).
 Use drawing methods to apply knowledge of
conventions appropriate to photography (4 credits).
This topic follows on from study undertaken above
and involves the investigation of practical
approaches. Students take photographs in the
styles of a range of artists.
 Develop ideas in a related series of drawings
appropriate to established practice in photography
(4 credits).
In this topic students experiment with
photographic techniques to create a range of
photographs based on their own choice of subject
matter. Choice of topic is negotiated with the
teacher.
 Produce a systematic body of work that shows
understanding of art-making conventions (12
credits).
This topic involves producing a folio of artworks
using digital and non-digital means to produce a
range of artworks on a chosen theme. Choice of
topic is negotiated with the teacher.
 Produce a resolved work that demonstrates control
of skills appropriate to cultural conventions (4
credits).

 Produce a systematic body of work that integrates
conventions and regenerates ideas within
Photography practice (14 credits).
This project consists of the development of
original works via thematic study in recent and
established Photography practice, presented on a
three board folio.
 Produce a resolved work that demonstrates
purposeful control of skills appropriate to visual arts
cultural contexts (4 credits).
YEAR 13 ART HISTORY
NCEA Level 3/New Zealand Scholarship
Course Code: 13AH
Internal Assessment: Up to 12 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits.
External Assessment: Up to 12 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits.
UE Reading Credits: up to 24 credits
UE Writing Credits: up to 12 credits
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 14 Level 2 Achievement Standard
credits in English, including two Merit/Excellence
grades and fulfillment of UE Literacy criteria.
Course Description:
This course provides students with the opportunity to
develop a critical understanding of the twentieth century
through the study of significant works of modern art.
Students will study how and why artworks are made,
viewed, and valued, and how works of art emerge from
specific social, political, geographic, and historical
contexts. This course will be of particular interest to
students taking subjects such as English, Music,
Classical Studies, Photography, Painting, and Design.
Advanced students will have the opportunity to sit the
New Zealand Scholarship Examination in Art History.

YEAR 13 PHOTOGRAPHY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13PT
Internal Assessment: 12 credits (4 optional)
External Assessment: 14 credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Completion of 12PT or on submission
of a portfolio, subject to approval by TCR
Course Fee: Approximately $60.00 - Includes all
drawing materials. Specialised materials e.g. large
format paper, may be purchased separately.
Course Description:
Study at Level 3 involves the use of techniques of
selected 20th Century photographers, as well as
contemporary practice. Photography may also include
collage, photoshop, etc.
Study is thematic, and is student driven.
Topics
 Use drawing to demonstrate understanding of
conventions appropriate to Photography (4 credits).
 Systematically clarify ideas using drawing informed
by established design Photography (4 credits).
The above topics run consecutively and form a body of
work that uses drawing and painting techniques to
generate and develop ideas.

CHINESE

Chinese is the language of communication of
approximately one quarter of the world’s population. It
is one of the official languages of the United Nations.
Chinese is recognised as one of the fastest growing
languages in the world. New Zealand has a strong
connection with China through trade, political and
cultural contacts. The ability to communicate in
Chinese contributes significantly to the sociocultural
and economic understanding between New Zealand and
Chinese-speaking countries. The study of Chinese
provides students with opportunities for continued
learning and for future employment, both domestically
and internationally, in areas such as commerce, tourism,
hospitality and international relations.
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YEAR 11/12/13 CHINESE (AS SECOND LANGUAGE)
NCEA Level 1 / 2 / 3
Course Code: 11CI, 12CI or 13CI
Internal Assessment: Up to 14 credits at Level 1 / 2 / 3
External Assessment: Up to 10 credits at Level 1 / 2 / 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Open to students whose first language
is not Chinese.
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00
Course Description:
This course will provide an opportunity for students to
further expand their knowledge and understanding of
Chinese language and culture. It will also develop the
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills necessary
for effective interaction in Chinese to gain NCEA Level
1, 2 or 3 credits.

YEAR 11/12/13 CHINESE (AS FIRST LANGUAGE)
NCEA Level 1 / 2 / 3
Course Code: 11C1, 12C1 or 13C1
Internal Assessment: Up to 14 credits at Level 1 / 2 / 3
External Assessment: Up to 10 credits at Level 1 / 2 / 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00
Entry Criteria: Students whose first language is
Chinese.
Course Description:
This course provides an opportunity for students whose
first language is Chinese to maintain and develop their
Chinese language skills and gain NCEA Level 1, 2 or 3
credits.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING
ESOL (English
Languages)

for

Speakers

of

YEAR 11 ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11ELL
Internal Assessment: Up to 33 credits – Unit
Standards, including literacy standards for Level 1.
Entry Criteria: Open to students whose first language
is not English.
Course Description:
This course focuses on assisting ELLs (English
Language Learners) to enhance their vocabulary and
improve the accuracy of their speaking and writing. A
portfolio approach enables students to provide evidence
of proficiency in reading, writing and speaking as
required for NCEA Level 1 literacy.

YEAR
11/12/13
ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11LD or 12LD or 13LD
Internal Assessment: Up to 23 credits EL Unit
Standards.
Entry Criteria: Open to all senior students whose first
language is not English and who need another year of
English development.
Course Description:
This course is for senior ELLs (English Language
Learners) who have significant gaps in their basic
vocabulary and grammar. Improvement in these areas is
essential, for success in all subject areas.

YEAR 12 ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12ELL
Internal Assessment: Up to 20 credits EL Unit
Standards.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Open to students whose first language is
not English, and who have passed NCEA Level 1.
Course Description:
This course assists language acquisition and
grammatical proficiency for ELLs (English Language
Learners) who have passed Level 1 NCEA but still
require considerable language enrichment.

Other

This provides an alternative pathway to achieving
NCEA literacy for (ELL) English Language Learners.
All areas of reading, writing, listening and speaking are
covered using appropriate texts with emphasis on the
specific language needs of second language learners.

YEAR 13 ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING
NCEA Levels 2 - 3
Course Code: 13ELL
Internal Assessment: 20 EL credits at Level 3, 10
English Achievement credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 4 English Achievement credits
at Level 2.
External Assessment: IELTS (Optional)
UE Reading Credits: 6 (Internal)
UE Writing Credits: 4 (Internal) 4 (External)

A modified NCEA English programme is studied. In
conjunction with this programme there is a course which
leads to an internationally recognised qualification. ELL
students can enter these courses at any level and at any
time during the year which makes them suitable for new
immigrants and for more established ELL students who
are finding the requirements of a full NCEA English
programme too demanding.
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UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: Open to students whose first language is
not English, and whose next step is tertiary studies.
Course Description:
This course prepares senior ELLs (English Language
Learners) for tertiary study by targeting academic
vocabulary and writing. More able students can attempt
NCEA Level 2 English Achievement Standards for
literacy credits.

YEAR 12 FILM & TELEVISION PART 2
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12FT
Internal Assessment: 20 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 10 credits in 11FT standards
Course Fee: Approximately $20.00
Course Description:
Students get the opportunity to develop skills in video
production, audio engineering as well as stage/studio
lighting.
 Multi-camera use in the studio
 Knowledge of sound systems
 Advanced editing
 Basic studio, stage and outdoor lighting
 Lighting equipment care and maintenance
 Multi-track recording
 Add pre-recorded audio to video

FILM & TELEVISION

One of New Zealand’s fastest growing industries, the Year
11, 12 and 13 courses are based on a combination of
courses offered by Waikato University, Wintec and
Yoobee Colleges South Seas Film and Television School.
Equipment is semi-professional and the aim is to mirror
what the “professionals” have to offer so that Hamilton
Boys’ High School students can experience the processes
of various production forms. (Old Boys in TV Production
Training have always reported back that the School
Course has done exactly that).
Performing Arts, Technology, Media Studies and Digital
Technologies Standards are used for student assessment.
Students need to be effective time managers and motivated
to succeed.
Aims:
 To introduce and develop video production skills.
 To introduce and develop audio recording and audio
engineering skills.
 To make students aware of some of the production
processes involved in television, film, stage and music
industries.
 To give students practise in using the associated
technologies of television, film, stage and music
industries.

YEAR 13 FILM & TELEVISION PART 3
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13FT
Internal Assessment: 22 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: 10 credits in 12FT.
Course Fee: Approximately $20.00
Course Description:
 Students extend their videography skills developed
in Film & Television Part 1 and 2
 The complete production process – before, during
and after
 Multi-media presentation to an audience
 Evaluation of the production process

YEAR 11 FILM & TELEVISION PART 1
NCEA Level 1/2
Course Code: 11FT
Internal Assessment: 8 credits at Level 1, 10 credits
at Level 2
Entry Criteria: A genuine interest in studying film and
television, high attendance rate and strong work ethic.
Course Fee: Approximately $20.00
Course Description:
Students get the opportunity to develop skills in:
 Describing the steps taken in the production process
 Identifying roles and functions of personnel
 Basic camera care and elementary videography
 Sequencing video footage
 Editing video footage

GERMAN

The study of the German language opens doors to travel
and commerce in Europe. It is the business language of
Europe, and is also the second most widely-used
language on the internet. Many international cultural,
sporting and business events take place in Germanspeaking countries each year. This course provides
students with a strong foundation for fluency in the
language, and is based on an interactive, communicative
approach. Students are encouraged to use their German
language skills in real-life contexts, particularly those
which are ICT-based. The course provides students with
the skills and knowledge needed to pursue university
studies in German, as well as those required for
interaction in a German-speaking country.
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YEAR 11 GERMAN
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11GR
Internal Assessment: 9 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 10 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Successful completion of Year 10
German or a genuine desire to study the language of
German and a firm commitment to the purpose of the
course.
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00
Topics:
Listening Comprehension
Students will develop their ability to understand spoken
German through various media: Film, television,
recorded music and conversations with native German
speakers.
Reading Comprehension
Students will read a variety of texts to further develop
their skills of understanding written German. They will
enrich their knowledge of the German culture and,
through cross-cultural comparisons, develop a greater
sensitivity to our own culture.
Writing
Students will increase their vocabulary and ability to
write in German through a variety of activities and
exercises.
Speaking
Students will develop the skill of being able to give a
speech on a known topic for about one minute. They
will also develop the ability to hold a conversation on a
known topic.

Speaking
Students will further develop the skills of speaking in
public and conversing in German.

YEAR 13 GERMAN
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13GR
Internal Assessment: 8 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 10 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 14 credits at Level 2 in 12GR or
equivalent prior knowledge.
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00
Topics:
Listening Comprehension
Students will further develop their ability to understand
spoken German through various media.
They will develop the ability to understand a range of
regional accents and colloquial expressions.
Reading Comprehension
Students will read authentic texts on a range of
contemporary issues.
Topics studied include: A German-speaking region/city;
Leisure; the Environment; School and Careers and
Youth Issues.
Writing
Students will develop an extensive vocabulary and the
ability to use complex language in German. They will
express opinions in their writing.
Speaking
Students will develop the skill of being able to give a
speech on a less familiar topic. They will also develop
the ability to maintain a conversation in German on a
wide variety of topics.

YEAR 12 GERMAN
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12GR
Internal Assessment: 9 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 10 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 14 credits at Level 1 in 11GR or
equivalent prior knowledge.
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00
Topics:
Listening Comprehension
Students will explore the German language through a
range of authentic German texts. Different media will be
used as a basis for classwork:
short stories,
conversations, music, television and presentations.
Reading Comprehension
Students will develop their comprehension skills by
reading a variety of texts such as short stories, essays,
lyrics of songs and newspaper articles.
Writing
Students will further develop their writing skills to the
level where they can write a longer text in German, such
as a short magazine article.

MĀORI PERFORMING ARTS

Māori Performing Arts provides students with the
opportunity to develop their knowledge and
understanding of tikanga and te reo Māori through a
practical-based unit standards course. In a country
where tourism is one of the major income earners,
Māori Performing Arts can be highly beneficial to
students who are thinking about becoming involved in
the industry.
Māori Performing Arts encompasses Māori dance,
weaponry and traditional pastimes. Students will study
the history of Māori Performing Arts as well as its
application in modern day Aotearoa New Zealand.
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Students will have the opportunity to submit written
work in English or Te Reo Māori. Sub-topics within the
subject include haka, waiata, maurākau (weaponry),
whakaraka (traditional pastimes), tākaro Māori
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(traditional games) and taonga pūoro (traditional
instruments).
Aims:
 To introduce and develop Māori Performing Arts
skills.
 To develop knowledge and understanding of tikanga
and te reo Māori through the medium of Māori
Performing Arts.
 To develop greater awareness of and pride in Māori
cultural heritage.

centered on the huakau and taiaha unit standards.
Students continue to learn haka and waiata. However,
greater emphasis is placed on developing excellence in
performance skills.

TE REO MĀORI

Māori is a living language, and one of the official
languages of Aotearoa. Te Reo Māori is also a taonga
and is afforded special significance in the Tiriti o
Waitangi.
Students will be able to apply their skills in Te Reo Māori
and Tikanga, in a range of situations including everyday
activities.
There are pre-requisites at the senior school for courses at
Year 11, 12 or 13, although it will be at the discretion of
the Teacher in Charge, if the student does not gain the
minimum requirement of 16 credits at the previous level.
Level 1 Te Reo Māori:
Involves the study of six common topics. The course has
an internal assessment component and an external
examination at the end of the year.
Level 2 Te Reo Māori:
Involves the study of five main topics. The course has an
internal assessment component and an external
examination at the end of the year.
Level 3 Te Reo Māori:
Involves the study of five main topics. The course has an
internal assessment component and an external
examination at the end of the year.

YEAR 11 MĀORI PERFORMING ARTS
NCEA Levels 1-2
Course Code: 11MP
Internal Assessment: 6 credits at Level 1, 20 credits at
Level 2.
Entry Criteria: Open to all students.
Course Description:
This course is an introduction to Māori
Performing Arts. Students study the origins and
essential performance components of this art form.
Students also learn simple haka, waiata, waiata-a-ringa
and maurākau skills. Whanaungatanga is developed
through unit standards that concentrate on traditional
pastimes and games.

YEAR 12 MĀORI PERFORMING ARTS
NCEA Levels 2-3
Course Code: 12MP
Internal Assessment: 19 credits at Level 2, 10 credits
at Level 3.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Open to all students.
Course Description:
This course has a very specific focus on developing
proficiency in performance skills. Students explore
various components of a Māori Performing Arts
bracket. There is greater emphasis on haka as we learn
many different types from various places around the
country. Whanaungatanga is further developed through
unit standards that concentrate on traditional pastimes
and games.

YEAR 11 TE REO MĀORI
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11MA
Internal Assessment: 18 credits (AS)
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Completion of Year 9 and 10
Māori/Bi-Lingual or evidence of the potential to
succeed at this level.
Course Description:
This course is aimed at those students who are
interested in any aspect of Te Reo Māori and cultural
practices.
During the course students are:
 Assessed on skills and knowledge through listening,
speaking, reading and writing in NCEA Level 1
Achievement and Unit Standards.
 Expected to be able to provide written and spoken
evidence of their knowledge and skills.

YEAR 13 MĀORI PERFORMING ARTS
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13MP
Internal Assessment: 14 credits at Level 3, 15 at Level
4
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: Open to all students.
Course Description:
This course has a focus on developing proficiency in
maurākau skills. The majority of the unit standards are

YEAR 12 TE REO MĀORI
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12MA
Internal Assessment: 16 credits (AS)
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
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UE Writing Credits: 6
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 1 Te Reo
Māori or evidence of the potential to succeed at this
level.
Course Description:
This course continues to develop students knowledge
and understanding of Te Reo Māori and cultural
practices.
Students are:
 Assessed on skills and knowledge through listening,
speaking, reading and writing in NCEA Level 2
Achievement and Unit Standards.
 Expected to be able to provide written and spoken
evidence of their knowledge and skills.

Music is also one of the most popular leisure activities
and provides a stimulating component in a programme
of study.

YEAR 11 MUSIC
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11MU
Internal Assessment: 22 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 8 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: 50% in Year 10 Music or appropriate
prior knowledge.
Course Description:
 Performance: Solo and Group.
 Composition: Solo, Song.
 Aural: Transcription, Description.
 Musical Knowledge: Study of Musical Examples

YEAR 13 TE REO MĀORI
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13MA
Internal Assessment: 30 credits (AS)
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: 6
University Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 2, Te Reo
Māori, or evidence of the potential to succeed at this
level.
Course Description:
This course develops students towards fluency in the
knowledge and understanding of Te Reo Māori and
cultural practices.
Students continue to be assessed against NCEA Level
3 of the Qualifications Framework.

YEAR 11 PERFORMANCE MUSIC
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11PM
Internal Assessment: Up to 24 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: Nil
Entry Criteria: An interest in practical music and/or
performing arts technology.
Course Description:
This course is aimed at interested students with a
limited prior knowledge of music and/or interest in the
production/technical aspects of Performing Arts.

Performance: Group and/or Solo

Group Composition/Songwriting

Practical application of Music/Performing Arts
technology skills

MUSIC

YEAR 12 MUSIC
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12MU
Internal Assessment: Up to 27 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 14 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 1, with
evidence of the potential to progress at this level.
Course Description:
 Performance: Solo and Group/2nd Instrument
 Composition: 2 works including Instrumentation.
 Aural
Perception:
Transcription,
Harmony,
Description of Elements and Features.
 Musical Knowledge: A Range of examples
including New Zealand and 20th century works.

Music students undertake an integrated course that
includes all the main strands of the Music Curriculum.
These are Performance or the re-creation of music,
Composition, the creation of music and Musical
Knowledge, and the appreciation of music. Students
also develop skills in aural perception to better enable
them to understand and hear the different aspects of
music.
From the introduction of the Year 9 option through to
NCEA Level 3, the school offers programmes to meet
most students’ abilities and needs. Whether a student
is undertaking the Performance Music strand, or
studying with an intention of continuing tertiary
academic music, opportunities exist for musicians to
develop their music in both classroom and cocurricular activities.
Music students are finding that many career
opportunities exist in the entertainment, broadcasting
and recording industries, or alternatively, in the field of
education.
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YEAR 12/13 PERFORMANCE MUSIC
NCEA Level 2 & 3
Course Code: 12PM or 13PM
Internal Assessment: 24 credits at Level 2
Up to 34 credits at Level 3. Students are expected to
select 16 – 24 credits.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 1 Music or
evidence of the potential to progress at this level at the
discretion of HOD Music.
Parent Contribution: Approximately $20.00
 Performance: Solo and /or Group/2nd Instrument
 Composition: Media applications/Group
composition.
 Production, Recording and Industry Skills

YEAR 11 SPANISH
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11SP
Internal Assessment: 14 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 10 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Successful completion of Year 10
Spanish or equivalent prior knowledge.
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00
Topics:
 To develop knowledge of everyday Spanish –
routines, home, school, sports, local environment,
the immediate future and the past.
 To develop the skill of conversation in Spanish to
be able to hold a conversation for a couple of
minutes on a known topic.
 To develop the ability to give a speech on a known
topic for at least a minute.
 To be able to write a variety of different texts in
Spanish to convey a simple message.
 To be able to listen to, understand and respond to
speech in Spanish.

YEAR 13 MUSIC
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13MU
Internal Assessment: Up to 44 credits at Level 3.
Students are expected to select 16 – 24 credits.
External Assessment: Up to 8 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: 6
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 2 Music or
evidence of the potential to progress at this level.
Course Description:
 Performance: Solo, Group, and 2nd Instrument
 Composition: 3 works Arrangement Songwriting.
 Aural transcription: Harmonic Analysis
 Musical Analysis and Research.

YEAR 12 SPANISH
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12SP
Internal Assessment: 14 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 10 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 15 credits in NCEA Level 1 Spanish.
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00
Topics:
 To develop knowledge of the past and present of
the Hispanic world.
 To develop the skills of reading and listening for
meaning in Spanish.
 To develop skills of summary writing and to be
able to express opinions in Spanish.
 To develop the skills of speaking in public or in a
conversation on less familiar topics.

SPANISH

Spanish is a vibrant and expanding language, spoken by
millions of people worldwide. To date, Spanish is the
fastest growing language in the world with more native
speakers than English. Speakers of English and Spanish
enjoy great advantages when they seek employment as
both languages are so globalized.

YEAR 13 SPANISH
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13SP
Internal Assessment: 14 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 10 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 15 credits in NCEA Level 2
Spanish.
Course Fee: Language Perfect Fee Approximately
$23.00

At high school level our students become aware of the
language, its structure and usage within a
communicative approach. Students also learn about the
cultures of Spain and Latin America. The course also
encourages students to build and maintain contact with
other young people in these countries, either through the
International Tours every 3 years or through contacts
made with schools abroad. The Spanish course offers
credits at NCEA Levels 1 to 3 and Scholarship.
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Topics:
 To develop further knowledge of the Spanish
speaking world, past and present.
 To develop skills in reading for meaning and for
pleasure.
 To develop skills in writing letters, reports and
stories. To be able to express opinions.
 To develop skills in listening and to understand
different Spanish and Latin-American accents on
a variety of topics.
 To develop speaking skills and to be able to
maintain a conversation in Spanish on a wide
variety of topics.
 To develop skills in listening and note-taking.
 To be able to follow a lesson conducted entirely
in Spanish.
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A graphics calculator is compulsory for the following
courses: 11MX, 11M2, 12MXA, 12MXB, 12MXQ,
13MC, 13MX, 13MS, 13MS1, Casio fx-9750G Plus.
More detail about each course is included on the
following pages.

MATHEMATICS

Everyone needs to learn mathematics. It is essential in
most areas of employment. It is also a basic necessity
in many other aspects of everyday life. Anyone who
wants to keep within a household budget, organise a
holiday, prepare for a hui on a marae, wallpaper a room,
or build a fence will need mathematics.
An
understanding of mathematics helps people to develop
logical approaches to procedures and arguments. A feel
for mathematics helps people to appreciate symmetry
and patterns and to make sensible design decisions.

YEAR 11 CAMBRIDGE IGCSE MATHEMATICS
Course Code: 11M1 or 11M2
External Assessment: IGCSE Examination (2 papers)
Entry Criteria: By invitation
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Course Description:
This course follows the extended curriculum. It is at a
higher level than the NCEA Year 11 Mathematics
course. Content includes extensive use of Algebra. As
well as this, the course will cover Numeracy,
Measurement, Trigonometry, Geometric reasoning,
Matrices,
Probability
and
Statistics
and
Transformations.
The course prepares students for Years 12 and 13
Mathematics and in particular students who will follow
the AS Level Mathematics course in Year 12.

Mathematics involves the ability to calculate, to
estimate, and to reason logically.
Mathematical
problem solving involves the selection and correct
application of basic skills, the discovery of patterns of
shape and number, the making of models, the
interpretation of data, and the recognition and
communication of related ideas. The solution of
mathematical problems requires creativity as well as a
systematic approach. Creativity in problem solving
plays a major role in innovation, invention, and
scientific and technical discovery.

YEAR 11 MATHEMATICS
NCEA Level 1 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 11MX
Internal Assessment: 11 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: At least 40% in Year 10 Mathematics
progress mark.
Topics:
Students will learn Mathematical skills, concepts and
understanding in the NZ Curriculum Strands, Level 6,
Number, Algebra, Trigonometry, Probability and
Statistics.
Students will demonstrate the ability to select and use
appropriate Mathematical techniques in problem solving
by communicating these mathematical ideas in a
reasoned, logical and systematic way.
The course prepares students for Years 12 and 13
Mathematics, and beyond, and provides mathematical
skills needed for other subjects and future vocations.

All students will have the opportunity to work with and
explore mathematical problems in ways that encourage
them to be inquiring, systematic, creative, resourceful,
self-reliant, and persevering. They will gain confidence
and competence in the use of number, and will develop
the skills of measurement, construction and spatial
interpretation. They will learn to collect, organise, and
interpret data, to use apparatus, to generalise from
patterns and relationships, and to think abstractly.
Students will see the relevance of mathematics to their
lives. Their learning will connect new mathematical
skills and concepts with what they already know, have
experienced, and can do. They will tackle mathematical
problems arising in realistic contexts which are
meaningful to them. They will undertake activities and
investigations, both individually and in groups, which
will enable them to learn the skills to approach
problems involving mathematics in a variety of
contexts. Mathematics is found in many subjects of the
school curriculum, wherever there is a need for
calculation or estimation, quantitive research,
measurement,
decision
making,
or
precise
communication through symbols or graphs.
Your current Mathematics teacher will recommend
to you the most suitable course to meet your current
needs. This will depend on your results and progress
this year. Note: Students are required to attempt all
the external standards they are entered for. Students
who do not attempt all their external standards may
not be granted entrance into their chosen
Mathematics course the following year.

YEAR 11 MATHEMATICS FOUNDATION
NCEA Level 1 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 11MXU
Internal Assessment: 22 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Less than 40% in Year 10 Mathematics
progress mark.
Topics
Students will learn mathematical skills and develop new
concepts.
This is a reduced NCEA Level 1 Achievement standard
course that will focus on the requirements to reach the
achieved level.
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Entry Criteria: At least 19 credits in 11MX including
1.2 and a merit in at least one of the External Standards
1.3 or 1.12
Topics:
Students learn Mathematical skills and develop new
concepts in the strands of Probability, Calculus and
Statistics.
This is a reduced NCEA Level 2 Achievement
Standards course for those students who found Algebra
at Level 1 very difficult.
Students who have done reasonably well in NCEA
Level 1 Achievement Standards, but not excelled, are
invited to attempt this course. Students who excel in
this course will be invited to take on the NCEA Level 3
Mathematics with Statistics course the following year.

Students who have had difficulty with the Year 10
course will have the opportunity to further develop their
skills in Mathematics.

YEAR 12 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA
MATHEMATICS
Cambridge AS Level/NCEA 2
Course Code: 12M1
External Assessment: AS Level Examination (2
papers) and the three Level 2 external standards.
Entry Criteria: By invitation from IGCSE
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Topics:
The AS course follows the extended curriculum at a
higher level than NCEA Level 2 Achievement
Standards. It covers Pure Mathematics (60%) and
Statistics & Probability (40%).
Students completing this course would be expected to
complete NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standards,
either Calculus or Statistics and Modelling or both in
Year 13.

YEAR 12 MATHEMATICS FOUNDATION
NCEA Level 2 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 12MXQ
Internal Assessment: 13 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 4 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria:
15 credits in 11MX or achieved at least 6 out of the 7
assessments from 11MXU with teacher approval
required.
Topics:
Students will learn mathematical skills, concepts and
understandings in the curriculum strands of Sequence
and Series, Trigonometry, Networking, Statistics,
Probability and Simulations.

YEAR 12 MATHEMATICS
NCEA Level 2 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 12MXA
Internal Assessment: 4 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 13 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Achieve all 23 credits in 11MX, with
a minimum of Merits in 1.2 Algebra and 1.3 Equations
and Graphs. An average of over 65% in all the school
Algebra tests is required.
Topics:
Students learn Mathematical skills and develop new
concepts in the strands of Algebra, Co-ordinate
Geometry, Probability and Trigonometry.
Calculus is introduced as a major new topic, and the
overall aim is to prepare students thoroughly to enable
them to continue their study of Mathematics at higher
levels in the future.
Students who have demonstrated ability and achieved
at a high standard in NCEA Level 1 Achievement
Standards are invited to take this course.
Students who are successful in this course are able to
take on either, or both NCEA Level 3 Achievement
Standards Maths courses the following year.

YEAR 13 MATHEMATICS WITH CALCULUS
NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 13MC
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 17 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Achieve all 20 credits from 12MXA
including a minimum of Merits in 2.6 Algebra, 2.7
Calculus and 2.14 Systems of equations. An average of
over 65% in all school Algebra and Calculus
assessments is required.
Topics:
Students will learn mathematical skills, concepts and
understandings in the curriculum strands of
Measurement and Calculus, Algebra, Geometry and
Trigonometry, and Mathematical Processes.
They will learn the application to both familiar and
unfamiliar problems arising in real and simulated
situations. They will demonstrate the ability to select
and use appropriate mathematical techniques, reason
logically and systematically, and communicate
mathematical ideas.

YEAR 12 MATHEMATICS
NCEA Level 2 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 12MXB
Internal Assessment: 8 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 9 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
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Topics:
Students will learn mathematical skills, concepts and
understandings listed in the N.Z. Curriculum strands,
Level 7 and 8 Statistics and Probability. They will
learn and apply the Inquiry Cycle, develop Inference,
analyse, model and write reports on Time series, and
inference data.
This course is useful for students who wish to take
Science, Social Science and Management degrees now
or in the future. A basic course in Statistics is required
for most University degrees and Diplomas.
Access to a computer or laptop is essential for this
course.

This course is especially useful for students wishing to
continue the study of Mathematics and those wishing to
explore areas such as Engineering at tertiary level.
Many courses at University currently require a prerequisite background in Calculus.

YEAR 13 STATISTICS & MODELLING
NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 13MS
Internal Assessment: 12 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 8 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria:
From 12MXA
Achieve all standards in 12MXA including Merit in 2.1
Co-ordinate Geometry or 2.14 Systems of Equations and
Merit in 2.12 Probability (external).
From 12MXB
Achieve all standards in 12MXB including Merit in 2.1
Coordinate Geometry or 2.9 Inference (internal) and
Merit in 2.12 Probability (external).
From 12MXQ No entry
Topics:
Students will learn mathematical skills, concepts and
understandings listed in the N.Z. Curriculum strands,
Level 7 and 8 Statistics and Probability. They will
learn and apply the Inquiry Cycle, develop Inference,
analyse, model and write reports on Time series, and
inference data.
This course is useful for students who wish to take
Science, Social Science and Management degrees now
or in the future. A basic course in statistics is required
in most University degrees or diplomas. Access to a
computer or laptop is essential for this course.

YEAR 13 STATISTICS & MODELLING
NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 13MX
Internal Assessment: 18 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria:
From 12MXA
Achieve all standards in 12MXA except 2.7 Calculus. At
least one Merit in 2.1 Co-ordinate Geometry or 2.14
Systems of Equations. Achieve in 2.12 Probability
(external).
From 12MXB
Achieve all standards in 12MXB except 2.7 Calculus.
At least one Merit in 2.1 Co-ordinate Geometry or 2.9
Inference. Achieve in 2.12 Probability (external).
From 12MXQ No entry
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practical day. This course is run in conjunction with an
external provider.

AGRICULTURE

Agriculture is a Unit Standards based course at Year 11
and Year 12. Students who attend the programme will be
gaining NCEA Level 2 credits whilst completing modules
from the New Zealand Certificate in Primary Industry
Skills (Level 2).
As such, they give students a head-start into the vast
opportunities available within the Primary Industry sector.
Note that the Senior Agriculture courses include one full
day of practical work each week, so students will need to
be very well organised in order to keep up with the
demands of their academic workload in all other subjects.
Students will be placed in the Yr 11/12 Agriculture class
which will consist of two study periods and two
recreational Physical Education periods.

BIOLOGY

Biology is a useful subject for many career pathways such
as medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, health and
physical education, horticulture, agriculture, farming,
teaching and in the food industry. It is also a subject of
general interest for many people, in areas such as
conservation, wildlife, stem cell research & genetic
engineering and general health & well-being.

YEAR 12 BIOLOGY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12BI
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 1 Science
plus 16 Literacy credits at Level 1. Must have attained
a minimum of 3 external standards, including the
Genetics standard from Level 1 Science.
Parent Contribution: Fieldtrip to Raglan
Approximately $20.00
Course Description:
Ecology and Conservation
Students look at living organisms within their
environment, and study a community at the rocky
shore.
Cells
Students investigate cells using the microscope and
look at cell processes.
Adaptation
Students study adaptations of plants or animals.
Genetics and Evolution
This section involves the study of genetic variation,
change and gene expression.

YEAR 11 AGRICULTURE
Course Code: 11AG
Internal Assessment: Minimum of 21 credits at Level 2
Entry Criteria: Restricted numbers of places available;
interview process will apply.
Course Requirements:
 Steel Cap Gumboots
 Wet Weather Gear
Course Description:
 Three Level 2 Modules from the New Zealand
Certificate in Primary Industry Skills.
 Compulsory: Health & Safety – Unit Standard
23540 (5 Credits)
This involves one day each week of practical work on
farms. This means students must be prepared to put in
extra work to catch up on the classes they miss on the
practical day. This course is run in conjunction with an
external provider.

YEAR 12 AGRICULTURE
Course code: 12AG
Internal Assessment: Minimum of 21 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: Restricted numbers of places available;
interview process will apply.
Course Requirements:
 Steel Cap Gumboots
 Wet Weather Gear
Course Description:
 Three Level 2 Modules from the New Zealand
Certificate in Primary Industry Skills
 Compulsory: Health & Safety – Unit Standard
– 23541 (5 Credits)
This involves one day each week of practical work on
farms. This means students must be prepared to put in
extra work to catch up on the classes they miss on the

YEAR 12 & YEAR 13 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA
BIOLOGY
Cambridge AS Level and NCEA Level 2 and 3
Course Code: 12BI1 or 13BI1
Internal Assessment: Level 2 and 3 NCEA
Achievement Standards.
External Assessment: Level 2 and 3 NCEA
Achievement Standards. Cambridge International
Examination, Scholarship.
UE Reading Credits: Up to 16
UE Writing Credits: Up to 16
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: IGCSE Co-ordinated Science or by
invitation.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00 (paid at the
start of Year 13)
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Course Description:
This is a two-year course in which students complete
NCEA Level 2 Biology Achievement Standards in the
first year, and NCEA Level 3 Biology Achievements
Standards in the second year. At the same time,
students complete an AS Cambridge International
Examination course over one and a half years
culminating in examinations in May/June of the second
year. It is a comprehensive course for those students
who want extension in Biology.

Entry Criteria: Minimum of B passes in IGCSE Coordinated Science, or at the discretion of the TCR
(Chemistry).
Course Description:
This is part of a two-year Chemistry course. In the first
year students will complete five NCEA Level 2
Achievement Standards. This course has 20 credits
available.
In addition, students will begin their coursework towards
completing an AS Cambridge International Examination
course. This component is completed in the following
year, culminating in an external examination in May/June
of that year (2021). Successful completion of all the
coursework is required for entry into 13CH1.
Achievement Standards:
2.1 (I): Quantitative analysis
2.4 (E): Bonding, structure & energy
2.5 (E): Organic Chemistry
2.6 (E): Chemical Reactivity
2.7 (I): Redox Chemistry
AS Cambridge:
Coursework as defined by the 9701 Syllabus for
examination in June 2021.

YEAR 13 BIOLOGY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13BI
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 13 credits at Level 3,
Scholarship
UE Reading Credits: Up to 16
UE Writing Credits: Up to 16
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 12 credits in NCEA Level 2 Biology.
Must have passed 2 of the external standards from
Level 2 Biology.
Course Description:
Plant or Animal Study
This involves a detailed investigation of a single
plant or a single animal, and the relationship of
organisms with their environment.
Human Evolution and Evolution in General - a
study of humans from early to recent times, and
changes in their culture over time.
Socio-Scientific Issue – a research project.

YEAR 12 ADVANCED CHEMISTRY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12CHA
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 13 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Two external passes including Acids and
Bases in NCEA Level 1 Science.
Description:
This is an advanced Chemistry course which offers an
extra external Achievement Standard compared to
12CHB. Students will complete five NCEA Level 2
Achievement Standards. This course has 20 credits
available.
Successful completion of this course is required for entry
into 13CHA.
Achievement Standards:
2.1 (I): Quantitative analysis
2.4 (E): Bonding, structure & energy
2.5 (E): Organic Chemistry
2.6 (E): Chemical Reactivity
2.7 (I): Redox Chemistry

CHEMISTRY

In Chemistry, we study the elements and the compounds
they form. We learn how Chemists use their knowledge to
meet the needs of society.
Chemical knowledge is a requirement for entry to
university courses in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy,
agriculture, mechanical and process engineering and
materials technology.

YEAR 12 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA CHEMISTRY
NCEA Level 2 (2020), plus
Cambridge AS Level (2021)
Course Codes: 12CH1
Internal Assessments: 7 credits at Level 2
External Assessments: 13 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Examination Fee: Approximately $180 – payable in
2021.

YEAR 12 CHEMISTRY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12CHB
Internal Assessment: 10 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 9 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Two external passes including Acids and
Bases in NCEA Level 1 Science.
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Description:
This Chemistry course offers one less external
Achievement Standard compared to 12CHA with the
removal of Organic Chemistry. However, students will
complete five NCEA Level 2 Achievement Standards
with the inclusion of two internal Achievement Standards
not offered in 12CHA. This course has a minimum of 19
credits available.
Successful completion of this course is required for entry
into 13CHB. However, entry into 13CHA upon
completing this course is at the discretion of the TCR
Chemistry.
Achievement Standards:
2.1 (I): Quantitative analysis
2.2 (I): Qualitative analysis
2.4 (E): Bonding, structure & energy
2.6 (E): Chemical Reactivity
2.7 (I): Redox Chemistry
Optional:
An additional three credits are available with the
completion of:
2.3 (I): Chemistry and current technology

YEAR 13 ADVANCED CHEMISTRY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13CHA
Internal Assessment: 6 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 15 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Minimum of Achieved in two Level 2
external Achievement Standards from 12CHA or at the
discretion of the TCR Chemistry.
Description:
This is an advanced Chemistry course which offers an
additional external Achievement Standard compared to
13CHB. Students will complete five NCEA Level 3
Achievement Standards. This course has 21 credits
available.
Achievement Standards:
3.2 (I): Spectroscopy
3.4 (E): Thermochemical principles & properties
3.5 (E): Organic Chemistry
3.6 (E): Aqueous systems
3.7 (I): Redox Chemistry

YEAR 13 CHEMISTRY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13CHB
Internal Assessment: 9 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 10 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Up to 3
UE Writing Credits: Up to 3
Entry Criteria: Minimum of Achieved in one Level 2
external Achievement Standard PLUS minimum of
Achieved in two internal Achievement Standards from
12CHB or at the discretion of the TCR Chemistry.
Description:
This Chemistry course offers one less external
Achievement Standard compared to 13CHA with the
removal of Organic Chemistry. However, students will
complete five NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standards
with the inclusion of one additional internal Achievement
Standard not offered in 13CHA. In total, the course has 19
credits available.
Achievement Standards:
3.2 (I): Spectroscopy
3.3 (I): Chemical processes
3.4 (E): Thermochemical principles & properties
3.6 (E): Aqueous systems
3.7 (I): Redox Chemistry

YEAR 13 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA CHEMISTRY
NCEA Level 3 plus Cambridge AS Level
Course Codes: 13CH1
Internal Assessments: 6 credits at Level 3
External Assessments: 15 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Course Fee: Approximately $180 due in February 2020.
Entry Criteria: Minimum of three Merit passes from the
completion of the Year 12 Cambridge AS/NCEA
Chemistry, course or at the discretion of the TCR
Chemistry.
Description:
This concludes the two-year combined Chemistry course.
Students will complete five NCEA Level 3 Achievement
Standards. This course has 21 credits available.
In addition, students will complete their coursework
towards the AS Cambridge International Examination
course. A series of external examinations for AS are held
in May/June of this year.
Achievement Standards:
3.2 (I): Spectroscopy
3.4 (E): Thermochemical principles & properties
3.5 (E): Organic Chemistry
3.6 (E): Aqueous systems
3.7 (I): Redox Chemistry
AS Cambridge:
Coursework as defined by the 9701 Syllabus for
examination in June 2020.
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manufacture. Note that this course does not lead to Year
13 Electronics (13EL).

ELECTRONICS

Electronics is one of the fastest growing industries in the
world today. Because the study of Electronics includes
basic Electrical theory, there are numerous career paths
available to students who study this subject. These
include Appliance Servicing, Security, Instrumentation,
Industrial and Domestic Electricity, Electricity Supply,
and both Electrical and Electronic Engineering.

YEAR 13 ELECTRONICS
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13EL
Internal Assessment: 19 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Course Fee: Approximately $70.00
Entry Criteria: 12 credits from Year 12 Electronics
(12EL) or 15 credits from Year 12 Information
Technology
Course Description:
This course covers digital logic circuits, microcontroller
programming, microcontroller-based systems, and aspects
of digital and analogue electronics. A lot of the
coursework involves programming microcontrollers.
To achieve the National Certificate in Electronics
Technology at Level 3 a student must pass 19 credits from
Year 13 Electronics, and gain 21 further credits from
Computing, Mathematics, Physics, and / or Chemistry.

YEAR 11 ELECTRONICS
NCEA Level 1/2
Course Code: 11EL
Internal Assessment: 18 credits at Levels 1 & 2
External Assessment: Nil
Course Fee: Approximately $70.00
Entry Criteria: Open Entry
Course Description:
This course covers electronic components and their uses,
circuit manufacture and assembly, soldering skills and
microcontroller programming.

YEAR 12 ELECTRONICS
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12EL
Internal Assessment: 19 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Course Fee: Approximately $70.00
Entry Criteria: 20 credits in Level 1 Science and
Mathematics. You do not have to have done Year 11
Electronics.
Course Description:
This course covers basic electronic circuits, circuit
calculations, simple electronic systems, making electronic
products, and microcontroller programming.
To achieve the National Certificate in Electronics
Technology at Level 2, a student must pass the five unit
standards 18239 – 18243 from the Year 11 and 12
Electronics courses, and gain 16 further credits from
Computing, Mathematics, Physics, and / or Chemistry.

YEAR 12 FOUNDATION ELECTRONICS
NCEA Level 1/2
Course Code: 12EF
Internal Assessment: 16 credits at Levels 1 & 2
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 12 credits in Level 1 Science.
Course Description:
This course covers basic electronics knowledge and skills.
Students will learn about electronic components, circuits,
calculation of electrical quantities, soldering and PCB

HORTICULTURE

Horticulture is available as an option at Years 11 and 12.
These courses are made up of a selection of unit
standards, which can be credited to NCEA and to the
Level 2 National Certificate in Horticulture. The courses
are a mix of theory and practical standards and the
programme is designed to give students a head-start if
they intend to work in Horticulture. It is also a practical
grounding for those wanting to continue their study at the
Tertiary level.

YEAR 11 HORTICULTURE
NCEA + Level 2 National Certificate in Horticulture
Course Code: 11HO
Internal Assessment: 27 credits at Level 2
Course Fee: Approximately $20.00
Entry Criteria: Open Entry
Course Description:
 Producing and caring for a range of plants.
 Vegetable Industry
 Botany and Container growing of plants
 Maths for Industry
 Understanding Weather
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NCEA + Level 2 National Certificate in Horticulture
Course Code: 12HO
Internal Assessment: 27 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
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UE Writing Credits: Nil
Course Fee: Approximately $20.00
Entry Criteria: Level 1 Literacy
Course Description:
 Commercial Plant Production and Maintenance
 Propagation Techniques
 Tools and Motors.

Introduction to Motion: A look at how and why objects
move in different situations.
Electricity and Electromagnetism: Electrical circuit
behaviour. Electric and magnetic fields and the links
between them.
Waves: The properties and behaviour of different types of
waves including light and sound.
Atoms: Radioactivity and properties of nuclei.

YEAR 12 PHYSICS
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12PHB
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 36 credits in Level 1 Science and
Mathematics including 1.1. Mechanics and
1.2 Algebra.
Course Description:
Experimental Methods: Measurement and analysis of
physical systems.
Introduction to Motion: A look at how and why objects
move in different situations.
Electricity and Electromagnetism: Electrical circuit
behaviour. Electric and magnetic fields and the links
between them.
Atoms: Radioactivity and properties of nuclei.

PHYSICS

In Physics we study the physical world around us,
including motion of objects, forces, gravity and
electromagnetism. Knowledge of Level 3 Physics is
essential for a range of careers including Engineering
(Mechanical, Chemical, Structural and Civil) Electrical,
Architectural Draughting and Surveying.
However,
students are not allowed to study Level 3 Physics without
showing a proven record of success at Level 2. (Please
see course requirements.)

YEAR 12 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA PHYSICS
Cambridge AS Level and NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12PH1
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 2 NCEA
External Assessment: 16 credits at Level 2 NCEA,
Cambridge International Examination.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Entry Criteria: 90% or above in the IGCSE Coordinated Science or by invitation.
Course Description:
This is a one year course in which students complete 23
NCEA Level 2 Physics Achievement Standard credits,
and at the same time complete an AS Cambridge
International Examination course, culminating in an
external examination in Oct/Nov.
It is a comprehensive course for those students who want
extension in Physics.

YEAR 13 SCHOLARSHIP PHYSICS
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13PH1
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 16 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: By selection
Course Description:
Experimental Methods: Measurement and analysis of
physical systems. Accuracy and reliability of data.
Motion: Translational, Rotational, and Simple Harmonic
Motion.
Electricity and Electromagnetism: DC electricity,
electromagnetic induction, capacitors, and AC electricity.
Atom, Photons, and Nuclei: An introduction to quantum
physics and relativity.
Waves: Interference, standing waves, and Doppler effect.
Physics is an important component of most engineering
courses at tertiary level, as well as being a component of
certain medical courses such as Radiology. Physics is
also useful in subjects such as draughting and
architecture.

YEAR 12 ADVANCED PHYSICS
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12PHA
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 16 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 40 credits in Level 1 Science and
Mathematics including one Merit from either Phys 1.3 or
Sci 1.1. and a Merit in 1.2 Algebra or 50% in IGCSE
Science
Course Description:
Experimental Methods: Measurement and analysis of
physical systems.
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YEAR 13 ADVANCED PHYSICS
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13PHA
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 16 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 17 credits in L2 Physics
Course Description:
Experimental Methods: Measurement and analysis of
physical systems. Accuracy and reliability of data.
Motion: Translational, Rotational, and Simple Harmonic
Motion.
Electricity and Electromagnetism: DC electricity,
electromagnetic induction, capacitors, and AC electricity.
Atom, Photons, and Nuclei: An introduction to quantum
physics and relativity.
Physics is an important component of most engineering
courses at tertiary level, as well as being a component of
certain medical courses such as Radiology. Physics is
also useful in subjects such as draughting and
architecture.

(Cambridge International Examinations) is offered to our
more advanced students.
There are additional subjects that students can do as well as
Science at Year 11. They include Electronics, Agriculture
and Horticulture. After Year 11, Science is divided into
several subjects, including Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
Science, Electronics, Agriculture and Horticulture. It is
very important for students taking specialist university
courses to check which senior science subjects they should
take at Years 12 and 13.

YEAR 11 SCIENCE
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11SCA or 11SCB
Internal Assessment 11SCA: 8 credits at Level 1
External Assessment 11SCA: 16 credits at Level 1
Internal Assessment 11SCB: 8 credits at Level 1
External Assessment 11SCB: 12 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Completion of Year 10 Science
Topics:
Physical World
Aspects of Mechanics (11SCA & 11SCB),
Application of Electricity and Magnetism (11SCA
only).
Material world
Acids and Bases (11SCA & 11SCB), Carbon
Chemistry Investigation Internal (11SCA &
11SCB)
Living World
Genetic Variation (11SCA & 11SCB), Microorganisms internal (11SCA & 11SCB).
This subject is divided into two courses and is a
combination of 6 topics for 11SCA and 5 topics for
11SCB. Both courses lead to Year 12 Biology,
Chemistry, Physics and Science.

YEAR 13 PHYSICS
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13PHB
Internal Assessment: 7 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 15 credits in L2 Physics
Course Description:
Experimental Methods: Measurement and analysis of
physical systems. Accuracy and reliability of data.
Motion: Translational, Rotational, and Simple Harmonic
Motion.
Electricity and Electromagnetism: DC electricity,
electromagnetic induction, capacitors, and AC electricity.
Atom, Photons, and Nuclei: An introduction to quantum
physics and relativity.
Physics is an important component of most engineering
courses at tertiary level, as well as being a component of
certain medical courses such as Radiology. Physics is
also useful in subjects such as draughting and
architecture.

YEAR 11 CAMBRIDGE IGCSE CO-ORDINATED
SCIENCE
Course Code: 11S1 or 11S1A
External Assessment: 100% IGCSE examination
Entry Criteria: Satisfactory completion of Level 1
NCEA Science at Year 10. (For ALP students)
Examination Fee: Approximately $350.00
Course Description:
This is a comprehensive Science course covering Biology,
Chemistry and Physics topics for ALP students who wish
to extend themselves, and are looking to gain
‘Excellence’ in NCEA Levels 2 and 3 Science subjects in
subsequent years. It is taught by two different teachers in
2 blocks of the timetable.
Students sit the Cambridge International Examination in
IGCSE Co-ordinated Science at the end of the year.
This leads on to Year 12 Physics, Chemistry and Biology
– NCEA and AS.

SCIENCE

Science is an essential subject for many careers such as
engineering, dentistry, veterinary science, medical
professions, health and physical education careers,
horticulture, farming, teaching and in the food industry.
As well as gaining scientific knowledge and understanding,
there is a strong practical component in all Science subjects
which appeals to many students. All students must take
Science as a subject at Year 11. Co-ordinated Science
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YEAR 11 ALTERNATIVE SCIENCE
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11SY
Internal Assessment: 16 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 4 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Selected students from Year 10 Science
Course Description:
The course covers a range of topics across the areas of
Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Geology and Astronomy.
The students selected for this course will be those who
would find the full Level 1 Science course extremely
difficult. The Science pathway for 11SY is to 11SCA or
11SCB.

YEAR 11 ESOL SCIENCE
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11SE
Internal Assessment: 8 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Selected ESOL students from Year 10 or
11 Science.
Course Description:
The course covers a range of topics across the areas of
Biology, Chemistry and Physics. The students selected for
this course will come from those ESOL students who are
wanting to take Science subjects at Year 12, but would
find the 11SC course too challenging. The Science
pathway for 11SE is to 12PH, 12CH and/or 12BI.

YEAR 12 SCIENCE
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12SC
Internal Assessment: 10 credits at Level 2
External Assessment:12 credits at Level 2
Entry Criteria: 16 credits in NCEA Level 1 Science.
Open to all students who wish to maintain an academic
Science subject.
Course Description:
2.4B Biological Processes: photosynthesis, respiration
and cell division (external).
2.4E Extremophiles: organisms living in extreme
conditions (internal).
2.5E Extreme Earth Events: earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, tsunamis, cyclones and landslides (external).
22.C Identify Ions Present in a Solution: Precipitation
reactions (internal).
2.5P Atomic Physics: Atomic & nuclear Physics
(internal).
2.6E Stars and Planetary Systems: star formation and
properties. Planets and their details (external).
Most standards are 4 credits each with the exception of
2.2C and 2.5P which are both worth 3 credits. There will
be a field trip in Term 1. The Science pathway for 12SC
is to 12PH, 12CH and/or 12BI.
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 Introduces the purpose of accounting, who uses
accounting information and why. Also the basic
rules accountants use when preparing financial
information.
Processing Accounting Information
 How accountants record business transactions
Financial Statements
 How to prepare financial statements which tell us
the success of a business during the year.
Analysing financial statements
 How to use the information in the financial
statements to make decisions about the future of the
business
Cash Management for Individuals
 Providing financial information for individuals to
use on an everyday basis.

ACCOUNTING

Accounting is no longer all about balance sheets and tax
returns. The 21st century accountant is required to be an
analyst, a risk assessor and solution provider, business
advisor and coach. This is a valuable message to
convey to secondary students who are looking to make
decisions on their career pathway from high school to
university. Accounting is not a job description, but a set
of indispensible business skills to lead tomorrow’s
economy.
Professionals in accounting and finance hold some of
the best and most influential positions in New Zealand
and throughout the world. In Accounting, students enjoy
the challenges of learning new skills and appreciate the
relevance of topics covered.

YEAR 11 CAMBRIDGE IGCSE ACCOUNTING
IGCSE
Course Code: 11AC1
Internal Assessment: None
External Assessment: IGCSE Examination
Entry Criteria: For students who have completed
10AC1 endorsed with Merit or Excellence OR
approval by TCR.
Workbook: Approximately $40.00
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Course Description:
This course follows the IGCSE Cambridge Accounting
course.
Topics:
 Reporting for Sole Traders, Partnerships, NonProfit organisations.
 Processing Accounting Information.
 Analysing financial statements.

Level 1 Accounting provides an introduction to financial
recording and reporting for individuals, community
organisations and businesses. Students can enter Level
1 Accounting without having studied Accounting in
Year 10. There are two internally assessed standards
and three standards assessed in the end of year
examination. IGSCE Accounting is offered to challenge
academically advanced students.
Level 2 Accounting looks in more detail at the systems
in accounting with a focus on real-world accounting.
Visits to two local businesses occur. Students learn
Xero Software. There are three internally assessed
standards and three standards assessed in the end of year
examination. AS Accounting is offered for students who
have completed the IGCSE course.
Level 3 Accounting looks at accounting for partnerships
and companies and introduces management accounting.
There are three internally assessed standards and three
standards assessed in the end of year examination.

YEAR 12 ACCOUNTING
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12AC
Internal Assessment: 10 Achievement Standard
credits at Level 2.
External Assessment: 13 Achievement Standard
credits at Level 2.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 14 credits in NCEA Level 1
Accounting of which two standards are externally
examined or equivalent prior knowledge. Student has
passed Achievement Standard 90977.
Workbooks: Approximately $60.00
Computer Accounting

Students learn how to use Xero – a commercial
accounting software package.
Accounting subsystems

Describing different business entities subsystems.

YEAR 11 ACCOUNTING
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11AC
Internal Assessment: 9 Achievement Standard credits
at Level 1
External Assessment: 12 Achievement Standard
credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Have passed the End of Year 10
examinations in Maths and English.
Workbook: Approximately $70.00
Course Description:
This programme is traditionally where students begin
their study of Accounting. Students do not need to
have completed 10AC1 nor do they need any prior
knowledge of Accounting.
Topics:
What is Accounting?
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Financial Statements

Expands on the information given in Year 11
Accounting for the preparation of financial
statements for sole proprietors.
Analysis of financial statements

Writing simple reports to business people
describing how successful a business has been
and how they can improve in the future.

Financial Analysis
 Analysing NZ public company financial
statements to determine whether it is worth
investing in the company or evaluating how
sustainable the company is.
Accounting for manufacturing companies
 Determining the cost of producing products.
Cash budgeting
 Using cash budgets for making decisions.

YEAR 12 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA ACCOUNTING
AS Level and NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12AC1
Internal Assessment: 10 Level 3 Achievement
Standard credits.
External Assessment: 13 L2 credits & AS
examination.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: B grade or above in IGCSE
Accounting or approval by TCR.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Workbooks: Approximately $40.00
Course Description:
Students will be given the opportunity to sit NCEA
L2 and AS Accounting. It is designed to challenge
students and to develop a good understanding of
Accounting for students wishing to pursue a career
in Accounting or management.
Topics include:
 Accounting Sub-systems.
 Financial reporting for Individuals, Partnerships
and Companies.
 Analysis of Financial Statements.
 Cost Accounting

SCHOLARSHIP
There will be a scholarship examination available to
top achievers.

BUSINESS STUDIES

An understanding of the business environment prepares
students to contribute to a range of business ventures. It
can be studied as a stand-alone course, or as a useful
complement to the traditional courses of Economics or
Accounting. A wide range of topics is studied. These
include human resources, finance, marketing,
operations and decision-making. Case studies provide
students with real-life examples of how local and
international businesses have developed, and the
decision-making needed to overcome common
business problems.
The Year 11 Business Studies course is completely
internally assessed, and it is directed at students who
would not easily find success in external examinations.
There are two options for students in Year 12. They
can choose to study a course which will have a
combination of externally and internally assessed
NCEA Level 2 achievement standards; or students can
opt to study a course which only includes the internally
assessed Business Studies achievement standards and
two Financial Capability unit standards.

YEAR 13 ACCOUNTING & SCHOLARSHIP
NCEA Level 3 and Scholarship
Course Code: 13AC
Internal Assessment: 13 Achievement Standard
credits at Level 3.
External Assessment: Up to 9 Achievement
Standard credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: 9
UE Writing Credits: 5
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria:14 credits in Level 2 Accounting
including 2 externals.
Workbooks: Approximately $80.00
Topics:
Company Accounting
 Legal implications of establishing a company
and the preparation of company financial
statements.
Partnership Accounting
 Legal implications of establishing a partnership
and the preparation of partnership financial
statements.

Students who continue to study Business Studies in
Year 13 will complete a range of NCEA Level 3
achievement standards. This course is an extension of
the theoretical business concepts covered in Year 12
and considers factors which influence New Zealand
businesses who operate on the global stage. The
course has 12 internal achievement standard credits
and 12 external credits assessed in three papers in the
end-of-year examination.

YEAR 11 BUSINESS STUDIES
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11BU
Internal Assessment: 21 NCEA Level 1 credits
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External Assessment: Nil
Entry Criteria: A genuine interest in business studies
and a firm commitment to the purpose of the course.
Course Description
This is a fully internally-assessed course of 21 credits
from achievement and unit standards. It is designed for
boys who would be unlikely to gain many credits in an
external examination situation. This course provides an
entry to Business Studies, with boys establishing a
small business venture for one term. Other topics
covered include personal finance, human resources and
marketing.
This is a practical course with a steady pace allowing
boys to accumulate credits throughout the year.

Course Description:
This course is focused on the internal and external
factors which affect New Zealand businesses. It
investigates a range of factors such as the impact of
management styles, motivation theory, trade unions,
culture of the business and takeovers. Specific and
identifiable local and national businesses will be
researched and how these businesses respond to
internal and external factors will be considered.

YEAR 13 BUSINESS STUDIES
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13BU
Internal Assessment: 12 NCEA Level 3 credits
External Assessment: 12 NCEA Level 3 credits
UE Reading Credits: Up to 24
UE Writing Credits: Up to 12
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 8 credits from externals in Level 2
Business Studies or TCR approval.
Workbooks: Approximately $40.00
Course Description:
This course is an extension of the work covered in
Year 12. Students will explore the internal and
external influences on New Zealand businesses that
operate globally.
The first internally assessed
achievement standard requires students to create a
marketing plan and use their theoretical knowledge of
marketing in a practical way.
This course provides an excellent foundation for those
wishing to study a business-related course at tertiary
level.

YEAR 12 BUSINESS STUDIES
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12BU
Internal Assessment: 23 NCEA Level 2 Credits
External Assessment: None
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: NCEA Level 1 Literacy and
Numeracy.
Workbooks: Approximately $40.00
Course Description:
This is a fully internally assessed course. Seventeen
credits will be available from four Business Studies
achievement standards and another six credits from
Financial Capability unit standards. This course is
designed for students who would find the externally
assessed Business Studies achievement standards
challenging.
The internal assessment tasks include the analysis of
entrepreneurs and innovators, establishing and
reviewing a social enterprise, conducting market
research and analysing a human resource issue facing a
real life business.

YEAR 12 AGRIBUSINESS
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12AB
Internal Assessment: 8 Level 2 NCEA credits
External Assessment: 12 Level 2 NCEA credits
Entry Criteria: Achievement of Level 1 Science
standards 90950 and 90940 plus Level 1 English
standards 90053 and either 90849 or 90850, or TCR
approval.
Course
Description:
This
course
delivers
Agribusiness,
Economics
and
Sustainability
achievement standards. Agribusiness is an academic
and integrated subject covering both Science and
Commerce concepts. Students will learn about the
economic, physical, political, environmental and
technological
influences
on
New
Zealand
agribusinesses. Students will study the interrelationships between the different disciplines and how
they impact on this multi-billion dollar industry.
This course will lead on to Year 13 Agribusiness in
2021.

This course will allow students to accumulate credits
throughout the year.
Students need to be aware that this course does not
gain them access to the Year 13 Business Studies
course.

YEAR 12 BUSINESS STUDIES
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12BU1
Internal Assessment: 8 NCEA Level 2 credits
External Assessment: 12 NCEA Level 2 credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: NCEA Level 1 Literacy and
Numeracy.
Workbooks: Approximately $40.00
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The Odyssey is Homer’s epic novel about Odysseus’
10-year struggle to return home after the Trojan War.
Odysseus has to battle not only mythical creatures and
the wrath of the gods, but must also hope his wife
Penelope can stave off suitors vying for her hand in
marriage and Ithica’s throne before he returns.

CLASSICAL STUDIES

Classical Studies at Year 12 and 13 is a rich, varied and
fascinating subject. Classical Studies is the study of the
people, places, and events of the classical world and
how they influence the modern world. In this
interdisciplinary subject you will engage with
literature, languages, art, history, science, technology,
religion, and philosophy.

YEAR 13 CLASSICAL STUDIES
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13CL
Internal Assessment: 12 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 14 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Up to 26
UE Writing Credits: Up to 14
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 14 credits in Level 2 English, History
or Classical Studies.
Course Description:
The Iliad (External) 4 credits
A study based on the Greek hero Achilles. Special
emphasis is placed on the decisions he makes based on
his own wrath and the love Paris has for the beautiful
Helen of Troy. We attempt to understand man’s
greatest flaws and vulnerabilities through the
characters of this epic poem.
Alexander the Great (External) 6 Credits and
Internal (6 credits)
A study of the personality and achievements of
Alexander the Great, with special emphasis on his
military genius, his religious views and his ambitions.
Art and Architecture of the Roman Empire
(External) 4 credits and (Internal) 6 credits
An introduction to the artistic and architectural
achievements of the Roman Empire and to the ideas
and techniques which fuelled their creation.

You will explore community, cultural identity, values,
and perspectives and think critically about human
behaviour and relationships to appreciate the
civilisations of ancient Greece and Rome, understand
the past and the present, and to imagine possible
futures. This subject will engage your mind and
imagination; it will allow you to ask questions and
challenge ideas.
Your study will assist you to develop a personal sense
of identity and purpose and it will satisfy your curiosity
about what happened in the past, while at the same
time demonstrating to you how so many of our
contemporary ideas had their genesis in ‘ancient’
times.
Classical Studies is an approved University Entrance
subject. All Classical Studies achievement standards
are worth literacy credits.
YEAR 12 CLASSICAL STUDIES
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12CL
Internal Assessment: 10 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 8 credits at Level 2
Entry Criteria: 14 credits in Level 1 English or
History, including one externally-assessed standard.
UE Reading Credits: Up to 18
UE Writing Credits: Up to 8
Course Description:
Pompeii (internal) 4 credits
We delve into Roman life initially by looking at the
city of Pompeii and the life of the people who lived
there. An internal assessment is completed on how the
eruption of Mt Vesuvius froze a society in time.
Greek Sculptures (external) 4 credits
A study of Greek art focusing on how emperors and
gods were portrayed in sculptures and busts. We look
at their search for immortality through sculptures and
how this was reflected in the pieces we study.
Commodus the Emperor (internal) 6 credits
A study is undertaken of the controversial Emperor
Commodus. We look at his portrayal in the movie
Gladiator against primary written sources to seek who
the real Commodus was.
The Odyssey (external) 4 credits

ECONOMICS

Throughout most of our students’ lifetimes, the world
has experienced wide-reaching economic changes.
The study of Economics will help students make sense
of their world. It will give them the tools to analyse
and understand what is happening around them as they
move towards the workforce as a young adult.
Economics in the senior school follows logically from
the study of Year 10 Business or Economics in the
junior school. Students find it beneficial to build on
their knowledge by studying this subject in successive
years, although it is possible to enter any NCEA
course without having a background in Economics.
Level 1 Economics involves a study of the main
participants in market transactions – producers and
consumers. Elementary economic theories are
introduced and students undertake an independent
investigation as part of their internal assessment.
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IGCSE Economics offers an academic challenge to
our stronger students in Year 11. This broad course
provides interest and variety in the range of issues
studied. In NCEA Level 2, a detailed study of the
New Zealand economy is carried out. Students
consider the key economic issues of trade, economic
growth, employment and inflation in this course.

internally assessed achievement standards and an endof-year examination.
YEAR 11 CAMBRIDGE IGCSE ECONOMICS
IGCSE
Course Code: 11EC1
External Assessment: IGCSE examination – two
papers: Multiple choice and structured questions.
Entry Criteria: Most students will have completed the
10EC1 course but students from 1011 and 1012 with
strong academic results and an interest in Economics are
invited to apply for TCR approval.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Course Description:
This course is an exciting introduction to international
economic issues. A range of economic theories is
studied, supported by graphical analysis. All aspects of
human life involve economic decisions and the
Cambridge International syllabus explores this.
There are no NCEA standards delivered in this course.
Students who studied 10EC1 gained up to 24 credits at
Level 1.

They look at current and historical trends regarding
each issue and evaluate government policies in each
area.
AS Economics is offered for students who have
successfully completed the IGCSE course and
continues the academic challenge of the CIE system.
Level 3 Economics is a theoretical study of resource
allocation and economic efficiency. This course is a
useful introduction to university level study. Students
consider micro-economic theories such as utility,
elasticity and market structures and macro-economic
theories such as aggregate demand and supply, the
balance of payments and monetary policy issues.
Economics provides
many potential career
opportunities. Whilst Level 3 Economics provides a
basis for tertiary studies, it is also of use to students
wishing to enter the workforce straight from school
into careers within the banking, insurance, brokerage
and finance industries. At the tertiary level,
Economics can be studied as a major subject or
combined with accounting, law, communications,
finance, IT, or marketing as a supporting subject.

YEAR 12 ECONOMICS
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12EC
Internal Assessment: 14 NCEA Level 2 credits
External Assessment: 12 NCEA Level 2 credits
UE Reading Credits: 12
UE Writing Credits: 6
Entry Criteria: 14 credits at NCEA Level 1
including one externally assessed standard or
equivalent prior knowledge. Level 1 Literacy and
Numeracy.
Workbooks: Approximately $35.00
Course Description:
This course is directly based on current economic
issues where we look at the New Zealand economy
in detail. It investigates the major issues affecting us
including overseas trade, economic growth,
inflation, and employment. Students learn new
economic ideas and work on developing their skills
of graphical analysis and research.
Year 12
Economics provides an excellent foundation for
further study in this subject.

Economics is an exciting subject that develops a
critical appreciation of the economic, political and
social environment.
Economics is an approved University Entrance
subject. All Economics achievement standards are
worth literacy credits
YEAR 11 ECONOMICS
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11EC
Internal Assessment: 12 NCEA credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 12 NCEA credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Progress grades of 45% or higher in
Year 10 English and Mathematics.
Workbooks: Approximately $35.00
Topics:
This programme is an exciting first step in the study of
senior economics. It introduces the main groups
involved in economic activity (consumers, producers
and government) and looks at how we all rely on each
other to maximise our satisfaction.
Economic models such as supply and demand graphs,
and circular flow diagrams are used to explain and
demonstrate economic theories. This course has three

YEAR 12 CAMBRIDGE AS/NCEA ECONOMICS
AS Level and NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12EC1
Internal Assessment: 10 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 2 (to be
confirmed). AS examination.
UE Reading Credits: 6
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: IGCSE Economics or by invitation.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Workbooks: Approximately $35.00.
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Course Description:
Students will further develop their skills in
macroeconomic and microeconomic analysis begun in
the IGCSE course. Application of theory to real world
situations is a feature of this course, as is developing
the students’ depth and breadth of economic literacy.
The AS examination at the end of the year completes
this course.
Students also gain 22 NCEA Level 2 credits with three
internal assessment tasks and two externally assessed
standards: Inflation and Growth.

advanced computer-based tool that analyses, stores,
manipulates and visualises geographic information on
maps. It enables students to more easily interpret
patterns and relationships within sets of data. There are
many career opportunities available to GIS specialists
beyond school.
The study of Geography stimulates an interest in and a
sense of wonder about places, people and the
environment. It helps young people make sense of a
complex and dynamically changing world and how
society, the economy and environment combine to
bring about change. It explains where places are, how
places and landscapes are formed, how people and
their environment interact, and how a diverse range of
economies,
societies
and
environments
are
interconnected, and examines natural resources and
their sustainable use.
Geography is a subject suitable for boys with an
interest in studying people and places. The skills
taught in this subject such as thinking analytically can
be used to support a variety of career choices such as
tourism, planning, engineering, education, law,
resource management or marketing. The subject will
appeal to those students who recognise that the subject
impacts on everyone as it studies the interaction
between people and the environment.

YEAR 13 ECONOMICS
NCEA Level 3 and Scholarship
Course Code: 13EC or 13EC1
Internal Assessment: 10 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 14 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Up to 24
UE Writing Credits: Up to 14
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 14 credits in Year 12 Economics of
which two standards are externally assessed or
equivalent prior knowledge.
13EC1 requires A to C grades in 12EC1 or TCR
approval.
Workbooks: Approximately $35.00
Course Description:
This course is a theoretical study of consumer,
producer and government interaction in the market
economy. It looks at micro-economic activity by
individuals and firms before considering the “whole
picture” of macro-economics.
The role of
governments are studied as they intervene to correct
market failure. This course provides an excellent
foundation for those wishing to study Economics,
Commerce, Management or Business at a tertiary
level.
It is an expectation that students who have
successfully completed Cambridge courses in
Economics will actively pursue Scholarship as their
major academic goal in 2020.

“Geography is not only up-to-date and relevant, it is
one of the most exciting, adventurous and valuable
subjects to study today. So many of the world’s current
issues – at a global scale and locally – boil down to
Geography, and need the Geographers of the future to
help us understand them. Global warming affects
countries and regions, food and energy security, the
degradation of land and soils from over-use and
misuse, the spread of disease, the causes and
consequences of migration, and the impacts of
economic change on places and communities. These
are just some of the challenges facing the next
generation, which geographers must help solve.”
Michael Palin – Royal Geographic Society.

GEOGRAPHY

Pre-requisites exist in the senior school for courses at
Years 11, 12 and 13, although students can enter each
level without having done Geography before as
geographic skills and key concepts are taught at each
level. Entry would be at the discretion of the Head of
Geography. Geography is an approved University
Entrance subject.

Entry can be made at any level, at the discretion of the
Head of Geography, or the meeting of the prerequisites.

YEAR 11 GEOGRAPHY
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11GE
Internal Assessment: 16 credits (13 literacy + 4
numeracy)
External Assessment: 8 credits (4 literacy + 4
numeracy)

Geography is a dynamic subject which follows
logically from the Social Studies /Advanced Social
Science programmes and the Geography/History
option in the junior school. This subject also offers an
opportunity for our more able students to undertake a
Cambridge qualification.

From 2018, some students taking Geography have used
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). GIS is an
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YEAR 12 GEOGRAPHY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12GE
Internal Assessment: 14 Level 2 Achievement
Standard Credits
External Assessment: 8 Level 2 Achievement
Standard Credits
UE Reading Credits: Up to 4
UE Writing Credits: Up to 4
Entry Criteria: Four of the Achievement Standards
from Level 1 including at least one of the External
Standards. Students may enter this level without
having done Geography before as geographic skills and
key concepts are taught at each level. Entry would be
at the discretion of the Head of Geography. A full
commitment to attending the field trip is required.
Parent Contribution (Field Trip): Approximately
$75.00
Workbook: Approximately $30.00
Course Description:
A knowledge-based course with geographical skills.
Topics focus on natural and urban landscapes.
Students will conduct geographic research where
tourism will be the focus and study both a
contemporary geographic issue and a global issue.
Students will be encouraged to use Geographic
information Systems.

NB. All Geography Achievement Standards are worth
literacy or numeracy credits; some are worth both.
Entry Criteria: A pass in Year 10 Social Studies. A
full commitment to attending the compulsory field trip.
Parent Contribution (Field Trip): Approximately
$35.00
Workbook: Approximately $30.00
Course Description:
An exciting course that undertakes to examine aspects
of both physical and human geography.
Topics include extreme natural events, understanding
the weather, topographic maps, sustainability and the
farming industry. Students will conduct geographic
research and study both a contemporary New Zealand
issue and a global issue. Students will be encouraged
to use Geographic Information Systems.
Compulsory field trip.
YEAR 11 CAMBRIDGE IGCSE GEOGRAPHY
Course Code: 11G1
External Assessment: IGCSE examination
Entry criteria: Open to any student who has a proven
ability to manage a faster pace of work (usually from
the A.L.P.).
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Parent Contribution (Field Trip): Approximately
$75.00
Course Description:
Successful Cambridge IGCSE Geography candidates
develop lifelong skills including:
 An understanding of the processes which affect
physical and human environments;
 The ability to use and understand geographical
data and information;
 An understanding of how communities around
the world are affected and constrained by
different environments.
 An appreciation of and concern for the
environment.
 An understanding of location on a local, regional
and national scale.
Topics:
Natural Environments – understanding natural
processes such as volcanism, plate tectonics, river and
coastal processes, climatic processes and the diverse
landscapes the interaction of these processes produces.
For example tropical rainforests and deserts.
Human Geography – a study of global population
including distribution, growth, policies and migration.
Urbanisation, settlement patterns and problems and
solutions dealing with growth.
Economic
development, inequalities, food production, industry
and tourism.
Energy and water supply and
environmental risk.
Compulsory field trip.

YEAR 13 GEOGRAPHY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13GE
Internal Assessment: 11 Level 3 Achievement
Standard Credits
External Assessment: 8 Level 3 Achievement
Standard Credits
UE Reading Credits: Up to 11
UE Writing Credits: Up to 8
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 3 of the Achievement Standards from
Level 2 Geography including at least one of the
External Standards. Students may enter this level
without having done Geography before as geographic
skills and key concepts are taught at each level. Entry
would be at the discretion of the Head of Geography.
A full commitment to attending the compulsory field
trip.
Parent Contribution (Field Trip): Approximately
$75.00
Workbook: Approximately $30.00
Course Description:
A challenging course that provides for both interest in
the world and University Entrance requirements.
Students will investigate both natural and cultural
processes examining coastal environments in detail.
Students will examine a global topic and a
contemporary issue all from a geographic perspective.
They will also design and carry out research which
will develop their analytical skills. Scholarship
opportunities exist for selected students.
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Also, the completion of a research internal investigating
a significant historical disaster in New Zealand, such as
The Napier Earthquake or The Wahine Disaster.

HISTORY

History is a subject that follows logically from the
Social Studies programme, and the History/Geography
option in the junior school. A reasonable level of
ability in English is necessary for success in History.

YEAR 11 CAMBRIDGE IGCSE HISTORY
IGCSE
Course Code: 11H1
External Assessment: IGCSE examination
Entry criteria: approval based on Yr 10 academic
results.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Course Description:
The subject is suitable for boys with an inquiring mind
and an interest in the past. Requires strong reading and
writing abilities (e.g. short essay and paragraph).
Career
interests
in
education,
policing,
advertising/marketing, publicity, libraries/archive,
publishing, all areas of research, law, journalism and
broadcasting… are all linked to History.
Topics:

Peace treaties after World War I and the League
of Nations

The collapse of international order in the 1930’s.

Cold War 1945 – 1980s (USA and USSR
conflict)

Depth Study: Germany 1918 – 1945

Entry can be made at any level, at the discretion of the
Head of History, or the meeting of the pre-requisites.
The History curriculum examines the past to
understand the present. History is a research-led
discipline; it fires students’ imaginations as it invites
them to ask, and helps them to answer, today’s
questions by engaging with the past. History presents
students with the dilemmas, choices, and beliefs of
people in the past. It connects students with the wider
world as they develop their own identities and sense of
place. In the process students develop essential skills
that would support a variety of career pathways. They
develop an understanding of robust historical inquiry
and the ability to think critically. They also develop
their analytical and communication skills. By Level 3,
students are encouraged to question accepted
interpretations of the past and to consider contesting
theories.
History is an approved University Entrance subject.
ALL Level 2 & 3 standards gain literacy credits, and
the external standards qualify as Reading & Writing
Literacy standards needed for University Entrance.
This subject offers the opportunity for more able
students to complete IGCSE Cambridge examinations.

YEAR 12 HISTORY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12HS
Internal Assessment: 14 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 9 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Up to 19
UE Writing Credits: Up to 9
Entry Criteria: 10 Level 1 NCEA History credits or
10 Level 1 NCEA English credits (including a pass in
one external standard) or at the discretion of the Head
of the History department.
Course Description:
Three topics are studied throughout the year. The
liberal challenge to the forces of conservatism within
the European States Systems, the Origins of World
War I, the Weimar Republic and the rise of Nazism in
Germany.
The historical skills taught in Level 1 History will be
continued and developed further.
Also, the
completion of a research internal investigating an
important historical figure such as Adolf Hitler or Otto
von Bismarck.

YEAR 11 HISTORY
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11HS
Internal Assessment: 12 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: No previous study of History is
necessary. However, as the subject requires a
reasonable standard of literacy, a minimum of 50% in
the Year 10 English end-of-year examination is
required.
It is important to also have an interest and enthusiasm
for things in the past.
Course Description:
Students will be introduced to the study of History
generally, and to the skills which historians use to
investigate their subject (these skills can be used in
other subjects as well, and are therefore extremely
useful).

YEAR 13 HISTORY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13HS
Internal Assessment: 15 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: 12 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Up to 25

The topics studied look at some major events of the
20th century. They include the Origins of World War
II, the struggle of African–American people in the
United States for civil rights and equality, and the
Maori protest movement in New Zealand in the 1970’s.
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UE Writing Credits: Up to 10
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 16 Level 2 NCEA History credits, or
14 Level 2 NCEA English credits.
Parent Contribution (Field Trip): Approximately
$35.00
Course Description:
Three key historical contexts are explored in the Level
3 programme: An exploration of the First Arab/Israeli
war in 1948, the struggle for sovereignty in 19th
Century New Zealand - exploring our founding
document The Treaty of Waitangi and reasons why
war then broke out between Maori and the British.
This is followed by a perspectives examination of the
bombing of Dresden during the Second World War.
The internally assessed research investigation is of a
contested historical event of the students own
choosing.

YEAR 13 LEGAL STUDIES
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13LG
Internal Assessment: 20 credits at Level 3 Unit
Standards with Achieved, Merit and Excellence grades
available.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: 8 credits in Level 2 Legal Studies or
Level 2 English.
Course Description:
The Legal Studies Level 3 course examines in more
depth some of the topics studied in Year 12 Legal
Studies, although study at Level 2 is not a prerequisite
for entry. Year 13 Legal Studies explores legal issues
in New Zealand society, developing students’
awareness of the relationship between the law and
social, political and economic realities. It challenges
preconceptions, critiques current practices and inspires
students to analyse conflicting ideas. Students must
develop and justify their own opinions. Level 3 Legal
Studies is an internally assessed unit standards based
course that also offers the opportunity for Merit and
Excellence grades. This course analyses current
sentencing policy, reoffending statistics, gangs and
human rights law, criminal defences, employment law
and global legal and government systems.

LEGAL STUDIES

Legal Studies examines the concepts of justice and law
in New Zealand today. Students develop knowledge of
the people, structures and processes that support our
laws and legal systems. Legal Studies actively
encourages students to examine their own and others’
views on social events or issues arising out of the
application of New Zealand’s laws or processes. Visits
by the Police, lawyers and to the Courts may take place
during the course. Students enjoy thought-provoking
discussions on current matters of legal interest in the
news, developing highly sought-after skills such as
research, analysis, teamwork and communication.

PSYCHOLOGY

Have you ever wondered why people do the things
they do? If you would like to better understand human
behaviour – your own and that of other people – then
Psychology may be the right subject for you.

Legal Studies topics are internally assessed unit
standards, offering Achieved, Merit and Excellence
grades. Legal Studies credits at Merit or Excellence
grade contribute to Level 2 or Level 3 endorsement.

Psychology is the scientific study of behaviour and
thinking. It is an interesting and challenging subject.
The Psychology programme at HBHS offers the
opportunity to consider human behaviour from several
different perspectives: these include cognitive,
behaviourist, biological, psychodynamic and social.
Students will also learn about the practical application
of psychology research to diverse real-world issues,
ranging from clinical and forensic aspects to driving,
gaming, and advertising.

YEAR 12 LEGAL STUDIES
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12LG
Internal Assessment: 20 credits at Level 2 with
Achieved, Merit and Excellence grades available.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 9 credits in Level 1 English.
Legal Studies is a dynamic, internally assessed, unit
standards based course that also offers the opportunity
for Merit and Excellence grades. The course provides
informative and practical knowledge of the law, its
institutions, people and processes. Students explore
their legal rights and responsibilities, the Courts and
the youth justice system, the law applying to crime,
negligence and contract, and the duties and election of
our law-makers.

Students will study research methods in psychology,
and gain a thorough grounding in the scientific method.
They will evaluate published psychology research, and
have the opportunity to conduct their own research
about human behaviour. Topics covered will include
learning, memory, ethics, intelligence, emotion, mental
disorders, happiness and wellbeing.
If you enjoy problem-solving, discussing ideas, and
thinking analytically, then Psychology may appeal to
you. Studying Psychology can lead to a range of career
options including counselling, social and community
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UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 14 NCEA Level 2 Psychology credits;
or for students who have not taken Level 2 Psychology
12 NCEA Level 2 credits in Science, Biology,
Chemistry or Physics and 12 Level 2 English credits
preferably including 91098 and 91101 or TCR
approval.
Course Description:
Students will develop a more critical approach to
research in psychology, through evaluating a range of
issues and contexts in psychological studies and the
significance of key research to the understanding of
human behaviour. Students will also plan, conduct, and
evaluate their own supervised psychological research.

work, careers adviser and professional psychologist. It
is also useful for careers in the police, the military,
human resources, advertising, research and teaching.

YEAR 11 PSYCHOLOGY
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11PS
Internal Assessment: 21 Achievement Standard
credits
External Assessment: Nil
Entry Criteria: Passes in English (55% at Year 10)
and Science (50% at Year 10)
Course Description:
Students will learn important basic concepts and
vocabulary, and be introduced to the various
approaches used in psychology. Students will also
study some key psychological research and learn about
some of the practical applications of psychology in
real-world situations. The course will focus on the
scientific method which is used in psychological
research.

TOURISM

Tourism is New Zealand’s largest export earner with
one in ten New Zealanders employed in the tourism
industry. As a subject, Tourism involves the study of
international and domestic tourist destinations, the
characteristics and needs of tourists, the impacts of
tourism on a destination, and work roles within the
tourism industry. It has links with business studies,
hospitality and languages. During the year there may
be the opportunity for curriculum-related trips to
enhance the topics being covered and provide real-life
experiences within the tourism industry.

YEAR 12 PSYCHOLOGY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12PS
Internal Assessment: 18 Achievement Standard
credits
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: 18
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 14 NCEA Level 1 Psychology credits
with minimum 8 credits at Merit level; or for students
who have not taken Level 1 Psychology 10 NCEA
Level 1 Science credits, preferably including 90948
and 90950 and 12 Level 1 English credits, preferably
including 90053 and 90852 at Merit level or above; or
TCR approval.
Course Description:
Students will gain a more in-depth understanding of the
scientific method and of psychological approaches, by
analysing experimental research and various
explanations of human behaviour. Students will also
examine how psychological theory is applied in a range
of real-world contexts. The course will consider the
importance of ethical standards in psychological
research and practice. Students will also have the
opportunity to plan, conduct, and evaluate their own
supervised psychological research in groups.

YEAR 12 TOURISM
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12TO
Internal Assessment: 21 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: Nil
Course Books: Approximately $60.00
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: an interest in the Tourism Industry,
Level 1 Literacy.
Course Description:
This is a unit standards based course, covering part of
the requirements of the NZ Certificate in Tourism
(Introductory Skills). Leads on to Level 3 Tourism.
This course is more suited to students not intending to
head to tertiary study at university.
Tourism
qualifications can be studied at a range of other
tertiary institutions.
Topics
 New Zealand as a Tourist Destination
 World Travel Geography
 Work Roles in Tourism
 Tourist Characteristics
 Impacts of Tourism on the Environment

YEAR 13 PSYCHOLOGY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13PS
Internal Assessment: 18 Achievement Standard
Credits
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: 18
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YEAR 13 TOURISM
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13TO
Internal Assessment: 23 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: Nil
Course Books: Approximately $60.00
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: 12 credits in Year 12 Tourism or 12
credits in Level 2 English or subject to TCR approval.
Course Description:
This is a unit standards based course, covering part of
the requirements of the NZ Certificate in Tourism
(Introductory Skills). This course is more suited to
students not intending to head to tertiary study at
university. Tourism qualifications can be studied at a
range of other tertiary institutions.
Topics
 New Zealand as a Tourist Destination
 Specific NZ Regions
 Maori Tourism
 Pacific Islands
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Skills taught:
Correct and safe use of all tools at advanced level
workshop machinery, power-tools and hand-tools.
Quality of finish and attention to detail is
encouraged, and process and technique are taught.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Building Construction is a course designed for
students who have an interest in Building and/or
Construction in a trade application.
Students
develop skills and competencies that will serve them
well in industry.

Practical skills such as plan reading, quantity
calculations, measuring, finishing, use of saw-bench,
thicknesser and power-tools will be taught.
Assessment is by use of BCITO (trade) unit
standards and these can form the base of an
apprentice’s trade qualification.

YEAR 12 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
NCEA Level 2 Unit Standards
Course Code: 12BC or 12BC1
Internal Assessment: Up to 26 credits at L2 across
7 unit standards.
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: To attain entry, approval must be
gained from the TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $240.00
The contribution will cover all costs for materials
and enable each student to complete and take home
his projects.
Course Description:
This programme will deal with the building and
cabinet making industry. The programme at school
will operate over two consecutive periods each day
and students will be involved in outside construction
projects and bench skills.
Skills taught:
 Hand tools
 Plan reading
 Portable power safety
 Concrete work
 Fixed machine safety
 First Aid
 Workshop organisation

CARPENTRY

Carpentry is designed as a progressive course, with
the skill base extended each year. Students will
learn practical skills and related competencies that
will enable them to plan and complete quality
projects in timber.
An emphasis on correct
techniques, accuracy and attention to detail provide
opportunities for students to develop the skills and
patience of a craftsman.
This subject is taught in a purpose-built workshop,
and students learn to use trade quality tools and
machinery.

YEAR 11 CARPENTRY
NCEA Level 1 & 2
Course Code: 11CA
Internal Assessment: 2 credits at Level 1; 19
credits at Level 2.
External Assessment: Nil
Entry Criteria: Entry only available to students
who have a genuine interest in working with timber
and learning invaluable related skills. Applications
will need the approval of Carpentry teacher.
Course Fee: Approximately $280.00
Course Description:
This course emphasises practical work rather than
theory. Students construct projects and develop
competency with some workshop machinery, powertools and hand-tools. Quality of finish and attention
to detail is encouraged, and process and technique
are taught.

YEAR 13 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
NCEA Level 3 Unit Standards
Course Code: 13BC or 13BC1
Internal Assessment: Up to 30 credits at L3 across
6 unit standards.
(Note: Not all units may be attempted by all
students).
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: 10 credits in 12BC or 12 credits in
12CA and approval of TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $240.00
The contribution will cover all costs for materials
and enable each student to complete and take home
his projects.
Course Description:
This programme will deal with the building industry.
The programme at school will operate over two
consecutive periods each day and students will be
involved in outside construction projects.

Practical skills such as draughting, plan reading,
quantity calculations, measuring, finishing, use of
saw-bench, thicknesser and power-tools will be
taught. Assessment is by use of BCITO (trade) unit
standards and these can form the base of an
apprentice’s trade qualification.
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YEAR 12 CARPENTRY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12CA
Internal Assessment: 23 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Either 20 credits in 11CA, or 16
credits in 11TW, or 16 credits in 11TM, or 24
credits in 11ME and will be confident in the use of
hand tools, portable and fixed machines. To attain
entry, applications will need to be approved by the
Carpentry teacher.
Course Fee: Approximately $280.00
Course Description:
This course emphasises practical work rather than
theory. Students construct more complex projects
and develop competency with processes, the
workshop machinery, power-tools and hand-tools.
Quality of finish and attention to detail is expected
and a high standard of workmanship is achieved. At
this level, with the current and developing links with
industry, highly able students have vocational
choices. Apprenticeships are often available straight
from school.

DESIGN & VISUAL COMMUNICATION

Design and Visual Communication is an exciting
subject for students who have an interest in creative
problem solving and particularly for those who wish
to pursue a university education. DVC teaches
students a wide range of visual communication skills
that includes freehand sketching and rendering,
presenting new design ideas which are further
developed using modelling, technical drawing and
computer Graphics. The Department is well
equipped with a 3D Printer and software which
includes Sketchup, Solidworks, Blender, Photoshop
and ArchiCAD.
In Year 11, students are taught the foundation skills
for the creative thinking and realisation of exciting
new designs.
In Year 12, students can specialise in either
Industrial (Product) design or Architectural design,
where they prepare an in-depth design portfolio for
NCEA assessment.
In Year 13, students are encouraged to pursue a
topic of personal interest and complete an individual
design portfolio. This is excellent preparation for
further tertiary study in a wide range of courses such
as Industrial Design (product design) Architecture,
Mechanical Engineering and Civil Engineering.

YEAR 13 CARPENTRY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13CA
Internal Assessment: 19 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: Achieved 20 credits at Level 2 in
12CA and will be confident in the use of hand-tools,
portable and fixed machinery. Entry only available
by approval of the subject teacher or TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $350.00
Course Description:
In this course the emphasis is on practical work
rather than theory.

The problem solving skills and visual literacy learnt
in this subject provide an excellent foundation to
assist students in the study of most university
degrees.

YEAR 11 (GRAPHICS) Design and Visual
Communication
NCEA Level 1 Achieved Standards
Course Code: 11DVC
Internal Assessment: 13 credits at Level 1
External Assessment: 9 credits at Level 1
Course Fee: Approximately $46.00 plus stationery
(price to be advised)
Entry Criteria: Completion of a Year 10 Graphics
course with an overall grade average of C or better.
Course Description:
Students will apply the drawing skills that they
learned in Year 10 to solve design problems. They
will have the opportunity to use computer drawing
software and have their own product designs 3D
printed as scale models for presentation.
Assessment:
Students will submit a portfolio of design work
which will be assessed both internally and
externally. There are no examinations in this
subject.

All workshop machinery and power-tools will be
used extensively. Quality of finish and attention to
detail is expected and the end result can be superb.
Again at this level and with current and developing
links with industry, able students have vocational
choices. Apprenticeships are often available straight
from school.
Assessment is by BCITO (trade) unit standards and
these can form part of a trade qualification.
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YEAR 12 (GRAPHICS) Architectural Design
NCEA Level 2 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 12DA
Internal Assessment: 13 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 7 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Course Fee:: Approximately $69.00 plus stationery
(price to be advised).
Entry Criteria: Completion of a Year 11 Graphics
course with 22 Level 1 Graphics credits.
Course Description:
Architectural Design
Students will complete a design portfolio. They will
use a variety of media including: Archicad Software,
freehand drawing and instrumental technical
drawing skills.
Assessment
Students will submit a portfolio of design work
which will be assessed both internally and
externally.
There are no examinations in this
subject.
Careers
This course is suitable for those students who wish
to become architects.

Internal Assessment: up to 18 credits at Level 3
External Assessment: up to 10 credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Course Fee: Approximately $69.00 plus stationery
(price to be advised).
Entry Criteria: Completion of a Year 12 Graphics
course with 20 Level 2 Graphics credits.
Course Description:
Students will select an area of personal interest from
Architectural or Product Design and develop a
design portfolio, with guidance from the teacher.
Assessment
Students will submit a portfolio of design work
which will be assessed both internally and
externally. There are no examinations in this
subject.
Scholarship
Students have the opportunity to submit work in this
subject to gain a scholarship in Design and Visual
Communication.

ENGINEERING

Year 11 Mechanical Engineering and Year 12
Engineering are courses where students make set
projects to learn practical skills in the workshop and
complete
written
Unit
Standards
Trade
Qualifications.

YEAR 12 (GRAPHICS) Product Design
NCEA Level 2 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 12PD
Internal Assessment: 13 credits at Level 2
External Assessment: 7 credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Course Fee: Approximately $69.00 plus stationery
(price to be advised).
Entry Criteria: Completion of a Year 11 Graphics
course with 22 Level 1 Graphics credits.
Course Description:
Students will complete a design portfolio. They will
use a variety of media including rendering;
sketching; instrumental technical drawing and
Solidworks software programme. Students will have
the opportunity for their product designs to be 3D
printed as a scale model for presentation.
Assessment
Students will submit a portfolio of design work
which will be assessed both internally and
externally. There are no examinations in this
subject.
Careers
This course will prepare students for Level 3
Architecture or Product Design and will suit students
who wish to become product designers or engineers.

YEAR 13 (GRAPHICS) Architectural
Product Design
NCEA Level 3 Achievement Standards
Course Code: 13PDA

This is suitable for those students who wish to either
pursue a trades career or gain a practical
understanding of Mechanical Engineering for
University.

YEAR 11 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11ME
Internal Assessment: 20 credits (Core) Unit
Standard credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Students must have prior
experience in Year 10 Metal or Wood with teacher
endorsement.
Course Fee: Approximately $368.00
Course Description:
This course offers students a hands-on course which
places an emphasis on the practical rather than the
theoretical. Unit Standards will be incorporated into
the programme and students who gain all 20 credits
are encouraged to pursue Level 2 Engineering the
following year. This course is suitable for students
wanting to pursue apprenticeships or study
Mechanical Engineering at University.
This course is 75% practical, 25% theory.

OR
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YEAR 12 ENGINEERING
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12EE
Internal Assessment: 19 credits at Level 2 Unit.
External Assessment: Nil
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Must have gained 11ME credits and
successfully completed practical projects in 11ME.
Course Fee: Approximately $1495.00
The contribution will cover all materials, fittings and
engine to enable each student to complete and take
home a motorised go-kart.
Course Description:
This course offers students a hands-on course which
places an emphasis on the practical rather than the
theoretical. Unit Standards will be incorporated in
the programme and can be used as entry to WINTEC
Engineering courses.
Students wanting to pursue apprenticeships would
be wise to take this course. Practical skills such as
plan reading, workshop calculations, shop theory,
measuring, turning, drilling, milling, and mig
welding will be taught. Students will be expected to
sit unit standards tests. This course is 75% practical
25% theory. This course is also suitable for those
students who wish to study Mechanical Engineering
at University.

YEAR 11 FOOD AND NURTITION
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11FO
Internal Assessment: 15 credits for Achievement
Standards
External Assessment: 4 credits
Entry Criteria: Consistent results in Year 10 Food
Technology and TCR approval.
Course Fee: Approximately $200.00
Course Description:
This course consists of analysing the effects of
culture and marketing on food choices,
demonstrating knowledge of adolescent nutrition,
and understanding how to prepare food safely for
others. Students practise applying their food safety
and nutrition knowledge in practical lessons twice
per week. Assessments are both theory and practical
based. This course is suitable for anyone preparing
for a career in the food industry or public health
domain.

YEAR 11 HOSPITALITY
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11HPT
Internal Assessment: 20 credits in Unit Standards
Entry Criteria: A satisfactory pass in Year 10 Food
Technology or in consultation with TCR of Food
Technology
Course Fee: Approximately $200.00
Course Description:
This course contains industry unit standards. It is
designed for students who think they would like to
work in the Hospitality Industry, improve their
cooking skills in line with the Industrial Standards in
Food Preparation, Safety and Cooking Skills.
Cooking practice and skill development will be
twice per week with applied knowledge theory
lessons to help reinforce the practical components
twice per week.

FOOD TECHNOLOGY

This course offers two different programmes of
learning in Food Technology at Years 11 and Year
12
The first programme is Achievement Standard based
units in Food Nutrition where students will develop
essential skills in food preparation, food safety and
to be able to make sound nutritional choices which
satisfy the needs of a range of people. They will
learn to develop an understanding of interpersonal
and societal influences on our daily food choices and
how that impacts on our well-being, particularly as
growing adolescents.
The second programme is industry based Unit
Standards in Hospitality.
It is designed for students who think they would like
to work in the Hospitality Industry. The unit
standards offered will help develop students’
culinary skills in the kitchen, meet the standards of
the hospitality industry and apply knowledge
applicable to the practical skills being offered.
In Year 13 the course is designed to gain
qualifications in preparation for tertiary courses,
with the main focus on research into current
nutritional and ethical issues present in our society
with regards to our health and well-being. All units
are Achievement Standard Based (University
Approved Subjects)

YEAR 12 FOOD AND NUTRITION
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12FO
Internal Assessment: 10 credits Achievement
Standards, 4 credits for Unit Standards (Barista)
External Assessment: 4 credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: 4
Entry Criteria: Year 11 Food Technology, Level 1
Literacy, or at the discretion of the TCR.
Course Fee: Approximately $200.00
Course Description:
This course explores the determinants of health and
how these relate to our food choices. Topics studied
include nutritional issues impacting low-socio
economic families in NZ, and the provision of food
for high energy users (athletes). Students will have
the opportunity to gain a Level 2 Barista
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qualification. Except for the barista unit, all
assessments are theory based. Students prepare and
cook a range of dishes to complement their
theoretical learning.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Information Technology is one of the biggest and
fastest growing industries worldwide. It is NZ’s third
largest export, and over the last decade was
responsible for creating 44% of all new jobs in New
Zealand. (Source: Careers New Zealand)

YEAR 12 HOSPITALITY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12HPT
Internal Assessment: 20 credits (Unit Standards)
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: At least 10 credits in Year 11 Food
Nutrition or Year 11 Catering and Hospitality or
approval from the TCR of Food and Technology
Course Fee: Approximately $200.00
Course Description:
This course consists of industry based unit
standards. Students will have the opportunity to
work on topics such as food safety, baking, salads,
sandwiches and international foods. They can also
attain a Level 2 barista qualification. This course has
a mixture of practical and theoretical assessments.

The IT industry is not just for programmers, there are
a huge range of jobs available including graphic
designers, computer technicians, network engineers,
game testers, web developers, database administrators,
software trainers, business analysts, sales reps, and
data entry operators. The job possibilities are endless.
The Information Technology Department offers a
range of computing courses at all levels in the senior
school to give students a taste of what the IT industry
has to offer. These pathways range from practical unit
standards (US) based computing courses focussed on
workplace skills (ITP) through to achievement
standards (AS) based courses that train students for a
range of specific roles within the IT Industry (IT/IA).

YEAR 13 FOOD AND NUTRITION
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13FO
Internal Assessment: 15 Achievement Standard
Credits
External Assessment: 4 credits
UE Reading Credits: 15
UE Writing Credits: 4
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Year 12 Food Technology, Level 2
Literacy, or at the discretion of the Head of
Department.
Course Fee: Approximately $190.00
Course Description:
This course is a University Entrance approved
subject. Students will explore the impact
multinational food companies have on the wellbeing
of New Zealand society and how food advertising
affects our food choice. Research into a nutritional
issue affecting New Zealanders, and ethical issues in
our food supply are also a major part of this course.
All assessments are theory based. Students are given
the opportunity to practice their food preparation
skills at least once a week. Students prepare and
cook a range of dishes to complement their
theoretical learning. This course is suitable for
students wishing to pursue a career in marketing, the
food industry, food science, nutrition, medicine or
any other public health domain.

YEAR 11 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
PRACTICAL
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11ITP
Internal Assessment: 12 Level 1 credits (US) and 4
Level 1 credits (AS)
Entry criteria: Open entry. Ideal for students new
to computing or wanting a pathway focussed on
developing workplace computing skills.
Course Description:
This course will prepare students for the workforce
using commonly used software applications
including: word processors, desktop publishing,
PowerPoint, data management, programming and
photo editing in Photoshop.
11ITP provides a natural entry point into the subject
in the senior school for students new to, or not
confident with using computers. It may also be an
appropriate course for ESOL students who need
support with language learning in technology.

YEAR 11 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11IT
Internal Assessment: 19 credits (AS)
Entry criteria: A genuine interest in learning a
range of specific roles within the IT Industry and a
firm commitment to the purpose of the course.
Course Description:
Students will learn how to use common software
including: word processing, spreadsheets, desktop
publishing and multimedia in this broad ranging
course. It introduces theory on Computer Science
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YEAR 12 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12IT
Internal Assessment: 17 credits (AS)
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry criteria: 17 credits from 11IT with Merit or
Excellence in the 1.7 programming assessment or
satisfactory results in 11IA.
Course Description:
The 12IT programme is an advanced course that
builds upon the foundation skills learnt in the 11IT
programme. Students will develop their technical
skills to a much higher level through the design and
creation of three major IT projects in website design,
computer programming, and database development.
The 12IT programme is designed for capable IT
students who have gained a range of Merit and
Excellence grades throughout the 11IT programme.
Students who are not ready for the demands of the
12IT programme should consider 12ITP as a more
suitable pathway.

concepts for how computers, applications and
operating systems work and interact together.
Planning and time management skills; programming;
investigating current issues surrounding technology
and photo editing skills in Photoshop are also
covered.
YEAR 11 ADVANCED INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
Cambridge IGCSE & NCEA Level 1
Course Code: 11IA
Internal Assessment: 11 credits (AS)
External Assessment: 6 credits (AS) & IGCSE
Computer Science, which is optional.
Entry Criteria: Ranked in the top 25 students
within the 10IA/IT programme and/or TCR
approval.
Examination Fee: Approximately $180.00
Course Description:
This specialist course is designed for boys with a
dedicated interest in Computer Science. Students
will develop their understanding of the main
principles of problem solving using computers.
Learners will articulate their ability to problem solve
using algorithms and high-level programming
languages while also developing a range of technical
skills including the ability to effectively test and
evaluate computing solutions. In addition to the 5
NCEA standards, students have the option of
entering
the
IGCSE
Computer
Science
Examinations. Entrance into this course is very
competitive. Successful applicants must demonstrate
a strong work ethic and an aptitude for computer
science throughout the Year 10 programme.

YEAR 12 ADVANCED INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12IA
Internal Assessment: 16 credits (AS)
External Assessment: 3 credits (AS)
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: Successful completion of 11IA and
approval from TCR.
Course Description
This advanced course will focus on web design,
programming and solving higher level problems
using a variety of tools. A Computer Science
external assessment and a large project also helps to
extend our most able students taking this course.

YEAR 12 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
PRACTICAL
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12ITP
Internal Assessment: Up to 19 credits (US)
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 11ITP or by invitation.
Course Description:
This course covers spreadsheets; databases and their
integration into word processing documents;
multimedia and desktop publishing. Entry into this
course is the natural pathway for students who have
completed the 11ITP programme and are ready to
move on to NCEA Level 2.

YEAR 13 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
PRACTICAL
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13ITP
Internal Assessment: Up to 12 US credits
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: No
Entry Criteria: 12IT, 12ITP or approval from TCR.
Course Description:
Students will be working on the advanced functions
of a range of popular office applications. Desktop
Publishing and website development will help to
develop the students’ design skills and knowledge to
a good level. Students will also study databases and
multimedia topics

11IT students who are not ready for the demands of
the more advanced 12IT programme should consider
this course as a more suitable pathway. ‘
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YEAR 13 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13IT
Internal Assessment: 16 credits (AS)
External Assessment: 3 credits (AS)
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Up to 3
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: 16 Credits from 12IT.
Course Description:
This university approved course focuses on
developing complex skills in programming, web
development and databases. The course structure
requires students to have a strong work ethic due to
its project-driven nature. Students will also
demonstrate their understanding of selected areas
within computer science, through an external report.

YEAR 12 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY METAL
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12TM
Internal Assessment: 18 credits AS Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: This is an academic course best
suited to students who intend to study a technology
or engineering degree at a university level. Students
will have gained all the credits at Level One in
Mechanical Engineering or 11DVC with teacher
endorsement and have completed all practical
projects.
Course Fee: Approximately $632.50
Course Description:
Students manufacture a pedal kart, gaining
valuable practical skills. They then design and
develop a unique aspect to complement the pedal
kart.
This course is 40% theory and 60% practical.

YEAR 13 ADVANCED INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13IA
Internal Assessment: Up to 22 credits (AS)
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Successful completion of 12IA or
approval from TCR.
Course Description:
This university approved course allows students to
work on developing student chosen and driven
practical projects while working through various
Level 3 achievement standards. Students entering
this programme must have a strong independent
work ethic as a large portion of the course is project
based. Various scholarship and additional university
study opportunities are available in this course.

YEAR 13 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY METAL
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13TM
Internal Assessment: 18 AS credits Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Course Fee: Approximately $632.50
Entry Criteria: This course is an academic course
best suited to students who intend to study an
Engineering or Technology degree at a university
level. Students will have gained all the credits on
offer at Level Two in Technology Metal or Level
Two Engineering with teacher endorsement and
have completed all practical projects.
Course Description:
Students construct a blender bike as a set design
project. They then design and construct an accessory
to complement the blender bike project.

TECHNOLOGY METAL

Technology Metal is an academic subject for
students who have an interest in practical, creative
problem solving and particularly for those who wish
to pursue a university education. Technology Metal
teaches students a wide range of design skills which
leads to the manufacture of a product in the school
engineering workshop.
In Year 12 students learn more advanced workshop
processes while building a pedal kart. They then
design and prototype a one-off design solution in the
workshop.
In Year 13 students complete a set project
(blenderbike). Then they design and prototype a
one-off design solution in the workshop. This is
excellent preparation for further tertiary study in a
wide range of courses such as Mechanical
Engineering and Technology studies.
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YEAR 13 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY WOOD
NCEA Level 3
Course Code: 13TW
Internal Assessment: 18 AS credits at Level 3, 4
US Credits at Level 3
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
UE Approved Subject: Yes
Entry Criteria: Minimum of 12 credits from
12TW/Carpentry.
Course Fee: Approximately $280.00 plus material
costs based on project choice.
Course Description:
This course serves as an extension of 12TW.
Students will have the opportunity to develop their
own creative ideas in furniture design and
construction. Furniture skills will be developed.
Designing and drawing skills, lathe, use of power
machines, understanding of materials and finishes.
Within the course there is a theory assignment
component.

TECHNOLOGY WOOD

These courses are NCEA based, leading onto
university courses in Technology. Some courses also
use industrial machinery unit standards. All courses
involve practical work, practical theory, testing,
mocks etc. There are theory components to these
courses and they provide Literacy and Numeracy
credits at all levels.
YEAR 11 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY WOOD
NCEA Level 1/2
Course Code: 11TW
Internal Assessment: 4 Unit Standard Credits at
Level 2, 18 Achievement Standard Credits at Level
1
External Assessment: 4 AS credits at Level 1
Entry Criteria: Successful completion of Year 10
Technology Wood (10TW) or Technology Metal
(10TM).
Course Fee: Approximately $280.00
Topics:
 Development of technological solution to
address a given brief.
 Workshop safety / Power tools.
 Develop a prototype
 Skill brief where the student works to set plan
 Students develop an understanding of
technological knowledge. (This is theory work:
manufacturing;
processes;
materials
ergonomics; social and environmental impacts
that technology has on society.)

YEAR 12 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY WOOD
NCEA Level 2
Course Code: 12TW
Internal Assessment: 5 US credits at Level 2; 16
AS credits at Level 2
UE Reading Credits: Nil
UE Writing Credits: Nil
Entry Criteria: 12 credits in Level 1 Technology.
Course Fee: Approximately $280.00
Course Description:
This course involves the development and
implementation of a one-off solution.
Also covered are workshop machinery and hand
tools and the development of safe workshop
practice.
This involves two projects which
demonstrate students’ skills with machinery and
hand tools.
Within the course there is a theory assignment
component. This course is 50% theory and 50%
practical work.
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Days out of school: 30 – 36 day/year. 1 day per
week. Some courses may require an additional
block course throughout the year.
Contact Person: Mrs Barry.
Email: wbarry@hbhs.school.nz
Waikato Trades Academy (Wintec) web site:
http://www.wintec.ac.nz/wta

WAIKATO TRADES ACADEMY
(WTA)
WTA is a secondary-tertiary partnership between
secondary schools and Wintec. The objective is to
assist students to gain industry relevant experience
and credits within a Vocational pathway that
interests them while studying at secondary school.
Students attend school four days per week and one
full day at Wintec. Students will be placed in the Yr
11/12 WTA class, which will consist of two study
periods and two recreational Physical Education
periods.
WAIKATO TRADES ACADEMY (WTA)
Level 2 and Level 3 credits
Course Code: 11TA or 12TA
Entry Criteria: Open entry subject to an interview
with Mrs Barry. Places are limited.
Entry Restrictions: Students enrolled in the WTA
cannot select the following subjects at school –
11ME, 12EE, 12TM, 12GW, 11/12AG
Course Fee: Nil - All equipment is supplied
Course Description:
Year One:
Open to Year 11 & Year 12 Students
Manufacturing & Technology, Year 1
37 Credits Level 2
Students will complete three modules
• Mechanical Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Automotive Engineering
or
Construction & Infrastructure, Year 1
37 Credits Level 2
• Building
• Electrical and Plumbing
• Gas Fitting
Year Two:
Open to Year 12 and Year 13 students who
successfully complete the Year one programme.
Students select one area of interest to study for the
year. (see below)
Manufacturing & Technology, Year 2
Mechanical Engineering - 32 Credits Level 2/3
Automotive Engineering - 26 Credits Level 2/3
Electrical Engineering - 30 Credits Level 2
or
Construction & Infrastructure, Year 2
Building & Construction - 27 Credits at Level 3
Electrical Engineering - 30 Credits at Level 2
Qualifications Gained: Students can achieve sector
related unit standards towards their NCEA
qualification at Level 1,2 or 3
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Subject Selection - some hints for students
1.
•
•
•
•
•

Choose your subjects wisely
Take subjects
you are interested in and enjoy
you have ability in (you are good at)
you may need for your future career e.g physics and calculus are required to do an engineering degree.
which will lead to senior subjects, check prerequisites (in the curriculum guide)
that are on the university approved list if you intend going to a university (you need a minimum of 3 approved,
possibly 5 approved for Auckland University for guaranteed entry).
Do not take a subject just because your friends are, or because you like the teacher.

2.

Identify your options

•
•

Take a free online interest test to see which jobs may suit you
www.careers.govt.nz/tools/careerquest
Do the subject matcher www.careers.govt.nz/tools/subject-matcher

3.

Research your career ideas

•
•
•
•
•
•

Look at your interests and find jobs within that area.
What is involved in the job?
What is the pay like?
What is the job outlook like?
What qualifications will I need?
What subjects will I need at school?

Some of the answers to these questions can be found at www.careers.govt.nz/jobs or refer to the useful contacts
section of the curriculum guide (Pages 9 – 10).
4.

Research at school

•

•
•

Talk to your Careers Adviser, Deans, Academic Mentors and teachers about your subject choices and career
ideas.
Ensure that your tracking sheets are up to date and use these as a guideline (Senior school).
Use the resources at the Careers Centre – brochures, tertiary prospectuses.
Attend lunch time seminars organised by the careers adviser.
Apply to do a STAR Taster Course at Wintec, Vision College, The NZ School of Tourism, Te Wananga and
others. (Application forms available at the Careers Centre).
Enquire about the HBHS Gateway Programme (Yr 12/13) and the Trades Academy (Yr 11-13)
Enquire about the PITA Agricultural programme. (Yr 11-13)

5.

Research in the community

•
•
•
•

Talk to people about the work they do.
Arrange to do some work experience.
Arrange to ‘shadow’ someone for a day in a job you may be interested in.
Attend University and Polytechnic Open Days

•
•
•
•
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Career Action Plan
Find out what subjects you need for your career ideas
Explore the Jobs database on the Careers New Zealand website to find out what subjects you need for your career ideas.
Career ideas

Subjects I need

Looking for career ideas?
Use the interactive tools on the Careers New Zealand website to help you get some career ideas:
•
•
•
•

Subject Matcher – job ideas based on subjects you enjoy
Jobs by Interest – jobs that relate to areas of work you are interested in
CareerQuest – job ideas based on your interests
Skill Matcher – job ideas based on your skills

Still unsure about what career would suit you?
It’s OK if you don’t know what you want to do in the future. Studying a broad range of subjects will keep your career
options open. Keeping up with English, maths and at least one science subject is a good place to start.
Talk it over
Talk about your subject choices with your parents and whānau, teachers and careers advisers.
Talk to Careers New Zealand advisers if you need more help.
Call 0800 222 733 or chat online.
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Choosing School Subjects
Use this plan to help you decide which subjects to take in your next school year.
Step 1: Work out what subjects you enjoy
Subjects I like doing now:

Subjects I am interested in doing next year that I haven’t already studied:

Subjects that include activities I like doing outside of school:
e.g. playing music, helping people, thinking creatively

Step 2: Work out which subjects you are good at
Subjects I am strongest in:

Subjects others say I’m good at:
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My final option choices in order of priority are:
1.

Reason:

2.

Reason:

3.

Reason:

4.

Reason:

5.

Reason:

6.

Reason:
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Online Course Selection using the Parent Portal
All senior courses are selected online using the Parent Portal application of KAMAR, our
student management software. To log on to the Parent Portal, you require a username and
password. This information was emailed to you via the email address that we have on our
records.
If you did not receive this information, or you no longer have this information, please contact
Student Data Processing:
Student Data Processing
admin@hbhs.school.nz
07 853 0440 ext 2086
If you do not have access to the internet, option forms are available from the school reception.
Once you have logged into the Parent Portal, locate the Course Selection tab at the top of the
screen. This function will be available during our course selection process, and then deactivated
after the due date.
Depending on the year level of your son, you will see different screens. Please read the relevant
information on the following pages.
Below is a diagram of what you will see when selecting courses online, and what each section
represents.
Brief information about choosing
subjects for a particular year level.
The example here is from Year 13.

Course name and code.
If you click on this text
you see further
information (see next
page).

Select these boxes to make a subject
selection. It will change from a grey
box with a cross to a green box with a
tick.
Each numbered column needs to have
one option selected.
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Students are required to
select two alternate
subjects as backups.

Detailed information about each subject
If you click on the course name and code, a box will appear that has detailed information about
that subject. It is the same information from the Curriculum Guide document – see below.

Select the text here.

Detailed
information.

Leavers
If you are unsure about your son returning to HBHS next year, please still select courses to
ensure that if he remains, he will have a suitable timetable.
If you are positive that your son is not returning to HBHS next year, please select the
appropriate leaver code, which is only available in the first column (see diagram below). No
other options are required.
Only select this option
and then save.
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Year 11 – Six Courses
Compulsory Courses
English, Mathematics, and Science are compulsory. You will be placed in suitable compulsory
courses by the school.
Option Courses
Students then choose three options. Please make sure you have considered the suitability of
options, the prerequisites, and/or contacted the correct contact person for the course before
selecting options. Contact people are available for discussions at the Curriculum Evening.
Student choices that are deemed inappropriate by Teachers in Charge of subjects, may be
changed by those teachers.
Agriculture Programme
This option is only available on the 4th column (11AG). If students do not want to be considered
for this programme, this option should be left blank. Students should select a full set of six
subjects plus Agriculture. If successful with their application, Agriculture will replace one of
their chosen subjects. Places are limited and are based on an interview.
Waikato Trades Academy (WTA) Programme
This option is only available on the 4th column (11TA). If students do not want to be considered
for this programme, this option should be left blank. Students should select a full set of six
subjects plus WTA. If successful with their application, WTA will replace one of their chosen
subjects. Places are limited and are based on an interview.
Backup Courses
Students also select two backup courses under the Alternate column in case one of their
preferred options is not available due to suitability or timetable clashes.
Save
Once you are satisfied with all option choices, select save.
Please read the FAQs following this section before contacting the school.
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Year 12 – Six Courses
Compulsory Courses
There are no compulsory courses in Year 12.
Option Courses
Students must choose six options. Please make sure you have considered the suitability of
options, the prerequisites, and/or contacted the correct contact person for the course before
selecting options. Contact people are available for discussions at the Curriculum Evening.
Student choices that are deemed inappropriate by Teachers in Charge of subjects, may be
changed by those teachers.
Agriculture Programme
This option is only available on the 7th column (12AG). Students should select a full set of six
subjects plus Agriculture. If successful with their application, Agriculture will replace one of
their chosen subjects. Places are limited and are based on an interview.
Waikato Trades Academy (WTA) Programme
This option is only available on the 7th column (12TA). If students do not want to be considered
for this programme, this option should be left blank. Students should select a full set of six
subjects plus WTA. If successful with their application, WTA will replace one of their chosen
subjects. Places are limited and are based on an interview.
Gateway
This option is only available on the 7th column (12GW). If students do not want to be considered
for this programme, this option should be left blank. Students should select a full set of six
subjects plus Gateway. If successful with their application, Gateway will replace one of their
chosen subjects. Refer to Page 9 of this book for further details.
Backup Courses
Students also select two backup courses under the Alternate column in case one of their
preferred options is not available due to suitability or timetable clashes.
Save
Once you are satisfied with all option choices, select save.
Please read the FAQs following this section before contacting the school.
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Year 13 – Five Courses
Compulsory Courses
There are no compulsory courses in Year 13.
Option Courses
Students then choose five options (and they have a supervised study). If students want to take
six options, they need to contact the Senior Curriculum Co-ordinator
(jwallace@hbhs.school.nz). If students are wishing to attend university, please ensure you have
considered the University Entrance requirements. Also, make sure you have considered the
suitability of options, the prerequisites, and/or contacted the correct contact person for the
course before selecting options. Contact people are available for discussions at the Curriculum
Evening. Student choices that are deemed inappropriate by Teachers in Charge of subjects,
may be changed by those teachers.
Gateway
This option is only available on the 6th column (13GW). If students do not want to be considered
for this programme, this option should be left blank. Students should select a full set of five
subjects plus Gateway. If successful with their application, Gateway will replace one of their
chosen subjects. Refer to Page 9 of this book for further details.
Backup Courses
Students also select two backup courses under the Alternative column in case one of their
preferred options is not available due to suitability or timetable clashes.
Save
Once you are satisfied with all option choices, select save.
Please read the FAQs following this section before contacting the school.
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Frequently Asked Questions about Online Course Selection
1. I never received my Parent Portal username and password.
This information was emailed to the email address that we have on our records. Please
contact Student Data Processing ASAP so we can update your records and provide you
with the logon information.
Student Data Processing
admin@hbhs.school.nz
07 853 0440 ext 2086
2. The Course Selection tab on the Parent Portal is not there.
We have passed the due date and this function has been disabled. To make any changes
now you need to contact Jo Wallace.
Jo Wallace
Senior Curriculum Co-ordinator
jwallace@hbhs.school.nz
07 853 0440 ext 2125

3. Can we do the selection process on paper forms?
Yes. Paper forms are available from reception. However, online is our preferred
method.
4. My son wants to select a course that he has never taken before.
He should make contact with the correct contact person for that course. Some courses
can be started at any time, whilst others require strict prerequisites. To be considered,
your son should make contact with the relevant teacher. All courses are reviewed by
the Teacher in Charge.
5. We have decided on some courses, but not all. Can we do it in parts?
No, you need to select all options at once. We suggest making a note of the subjects
that you have decided on and then finalising them all at once.
6. We have now passed the due date for selecting options and my son now wants to do
Agriculture/WTA or Gateway – what do I do?
Contact Wendy Barry (Gateway, WTA and Agriculture Co-ordinator) by email:
wbarry@hbhs.school.nz
7. Why do we select two backup courses?
Often a course that a student selects is not appropriate or it may not work due to
timetable clashes. Sometimes this happens more than once for one student. In these
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situations, we resort to the backup courses. We try to discuss these changes with the
students before making them.
8. When will we know what subjects are confirmed?
For Year 11, when your son receives his timetable next year.
For Year 12 and 13, students are required to attend Course Confirmation meetings once
external results are published, to review their courses and their results. This happens in
late January prior to the next academic year starting. Generally, after this process their
subjects are confirmed.
9. My son is Year 11/12 – can he have a study?
No. Year 11/12 students take six courses.
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Where to go for advice and guidance?
•

Subject Teachers

•

Heads of Subject Departments

•

Careers Teachers

•

Curriculum Co-ordinator

•

Tutor Group Teacher

•

Dean

•

Family and Whanau

•

Tertiary Advisors

•

Employers

•

Websites
e.g. www.careers.govt.nz

•

Peers and Friends

Hamilton Boys’ High School
Private Bag 3201
Hamilton, 3240
Ph (07) 853 0440
www.hbhs.school.nz

MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS ABOUT THE
FUTURE DIRECTION OF YOUR LIFE

